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A daily independent srudem pness

BG residents, students rally to 'take back the night'
BEN FRENCH/
The BG News

IRKNKSHARON SCOTT
CHIEF REPORTER

The Women's Action Coalition's I Ith
annual Take Back the Night Rally last
night was one of empowerment, unity and
strength.
"Take Back the
Night is a call for a
healthier social envi- "We need to
ronment for both stop saying
males and females,"
said
Hoda
Al- that if she
Mutawah,
WAC wasn't
adviser.
Take Back the wearing
Night rally began those tight
with Ruth SallecGresham. an inde- clothes and
pendent consultant loud colors
on rape education
and prevention, giv- it wouldn't
ing the keynote have
address. She said
University students happened.
inspire
change We need to
through reaching out,
changing their atti- change
tude and educating attitudes."
themselves.
Her speech centered around six main
Ruth
points that redefine
Sallee-Gresham
rape.
First, rape is an independent consultant
act of violence not
sex. It is an act out of
power and control.
Secondly, rape is humiliating and degrading because it is something that is against
one's will.

UNITED WE
STAND — BG
residents and
students rallied yesterday in an
effort to send
a message to
the community
that
women never
deserve to be
sexually
assaulted.
During
the
march
a
group of men
met to discuss
ways
men can stop
violent acts
against
women.

I See RALLY, page 7.

Holocaust movie raises awareness
JEN PAI.ICKA
STAIF WRITER

In connection with Italian Heritage Week, (he Italian Club showed
a documentary film on the Italian
Auschwitz
survivors
called
"Mcmoria" yesterday in the Gish
Film Theater.
Carlo Celli, faculty adviser for
the Italian Club, and Carla Boyle,
president, both helped put together
this event. Celli had taken a trip to
Italy where he interviewed Marcello Pezzetti. creator of the film.
Ninety-three
Jewish
Italian
Auschwitz survivors were also

interviewed in preparation for this
film.
"Memoria" is in Italian with
English subtitles, and has not yet
been released in the Llnited States.
The film was shown as part of a
University Italian 261 class. The
audience's interpretation will be
reported back to the filmmakers.
Even though "Memoria" was
shown as pail of Italian Heritage
Week, Celli said that "it is a positive
experience for all students."
Students are not supposed to
understand all of what happened to
the Auschwitz survivors, but to at
least become aware.

"One should feel empathy in the
experience of the survivors." Celli
said.
Humor is shown as some of the
survivors tell their stories. It was
surprising to see humor even
though they have been through such
a bad experience, Boyle said. It
kept survivors alive and shows that
they had hope that they would live
through such a horrible experience.
Boyle said that the film "is a
very realistic account of the
Auschwitz survivors of the Holocaust with moving documents of
individual accounts."
•Several students said watching

the Jews' torment was an emotional
experience.
At the end of the film, the names
of the 93 survivors interviewed in
the film, as well as the names of all
of the other people who were
imprisoned in the concentration
camp with them, were listed and
read aloud as a testament to their
courage and will to survive.
In honor of Italian Week, the
Italian Club is sponsoring a potluck
dinner for the inductees of Gamma
Kappa Alpha, the Italian National
Honors Society, in the French
House tomorrow at 6 p.m.

Legalizing marijuana in BG doubtful
CRAK; GIFKORI)
STAFF WRITER

Voters in Amherst. Ma., and
in Santa Cruz. Ca.. have recently passed bills relaxing marijuana law enforcement.
Such action is not likely to be
voted on in Bowling Oreen.
"We already have enough
problems with legal substances
without adding something io it."
said Michael Marsh, city attorney.
While
Amherst
voters
approved depriortizing of marijuana enforcement laws and
urged lawmakers to repeal antimarijuana laws, the Santa Cruz
City Council passed an ordinance permitting buyers to cultivate and sell marijuana lor medical purposes. Neither proposal.
though voted on by the citizens,
is legally binding yet.
In Bowling Green, however.
the question of legalizing marijuana will not be proposed to its

citizens any time soon.
Marsh believes that legalizing marijuana for medical purposes would be all right, burl
would be detrimental if it were
to be legalized for any other
reason.
"From a medical standpoint.
I certainly don't have a problem with it. As far as legalizing
for other purposes, that would
be stupid."
Members of the Bowling
Green community have differing opinions on whether or not
marijuana legalization would
be a good or bad thing for th<
city of Bowling Green and the|
University.
Kurt Weaver, a junior politi-l
cal science major who has done
research on this topic, thinks
that legalizing marijuana would!
nol be a bad thing, and coulc
even have positive effects foi
Bowling Green.

No. of Students on Campus
Charged with
Drug Related Offenses

IS
1998-99

i See MARIJUANA, page 7.

U. receives grant for
alcohol education
Terry Rentner accepts award at national banquet
how much alcohol they consume
and how much alcohol they believe
their peers are drinking
"Without fail students think their
Bowling Green is one of seven
are drinking much more than
colleges and universities nationwide peers
to be honored by the U.S. Depart- they actually are." Rentner said.
ment of Education for its efforts to
According to Rentner. the theory
reduce binge drinking and alcohol behind the project is once students
abuse by students.
learn that their
______ peers are not drinkPresident Sidney
ing as much as perRibeau and Dr. "Without fail,
ceived, the pressure
Terry
Rentner. students think
students feel to
assistant professor
drink heavily to "fit
of journalism and their peers are
in" or be "normal"
the administrator of drinking much
will lessen and
the alcohol prevenlower
the amount of
tion project accept- more than they
binge
drinking byed the award on actually are."
college students.
Capital Hill in
Since
1997
Washington. DC.
The award was preTerry Rentner results have found
that binge drinking
sented by Sen.
Robert Byrd of Alcohol prevention administrator on the University
campus
has
West Virginia.
dropped 2.5 percent
The award conwhile nationwide
sists of a $75,000
binge drinking has
Alcohol and Other Drug Prevention increased more than four percent
Models on College Campuses Grant during the same two years
which will be used to continue
"These results indicate the proresearch regarding misconceptions
about alcohol, dispel high school ject is on target." Rentner said.
seniors about perceptions of firs)
Starting next fall, students will
year college student drinking, and
the continued campaigning of
continue the campus w ide campaign see
the battle against binge drinking.
to reduce alcohol abuse.
More than 4.000 "Rise Above
Rentner and Wellncss ConnecRisk Drinking" posters will be
tion Coordinator Chris Hageman. High
throughout campus. The
have targeted efforts to battle alco- displayed
hol abuse and binge drinking by dis- posters will offer various messages
at students revealing the
pelling misperceptions and imagi- aimed
truths behind the misconceptions of
nary norms held by students about alcohol
abuse and binge drinking.
binge drinking.
Other
schools honored during the
"The project specifically targets
first-year students, members of Washington. DC. ceremony were
Greek organizations and athletes." Hobart and Smith College. Penn
State and Utah State universities and
Rentner said.
the universities of Arizona. Missouri
According to Rentner. students and Northern Colorado.
are asked to complete a survey about
THERESA BECK
STAFF WRI riR

USG-elect outline plans for term, inauguration April 17
SARA GRAZIANO
STAFF WRITER

The recent Undergraduate Student Government elections brought
some new faces into USGs legislature.
While the majority of those who
ran as USG representatives were
previously involved in either the
executive branch or the legislature,
some students decided to get
involved in USG for the first timeby running for representative spots.
Newly elected at-large representative April Childers is one of the
new faces in USG. Childers. a
senior elementary education major.
received more votes than any other
at-large candidate

"I decided (o run for USG
because I think it's important to
leave something behind me at the
university." Childers said. "One of
the biggest things I want to emphasize is that I have my walking shoes
on. I'm going to go out and find out
what students want, and work for
them."
Brian Saxton. senior political
science and business administration
major, said he decided to run for an
at-large spot for a similar reason.
"I want to do my part to help the
students." Saxton said. 'This university and its students have given a
lot to me. and I feel that this is a
way for me to help the student
body."
Nicholas Drake, junior history

major, said he decided to run for an
at-large representative position
because of the political experience
it would give him.
"I've always been interested in
politics, and I thought this would be
a good way to experience it." Drake
said.
Dalibor Hradek. senior math
major, said he also wanted to be an
at-large representative because hethought it would be a worthwhile
experience.
"It's a tremendous idea to get
together and pretend to be a government." Hradek said. "As soon as I
learned that there was an organization out there doing this. I had to
join it."
Some of the write-in candidates

for off-campus representative spots
decided to run when they saw that
only three off-campus candidates
were running for a total of twelve
positions.
"I thought it was weird how few
names were on the ballot, so I wrote
my name in and told my friends
about it too." said Chris Blasdel.
senior journalism major and newly
elected off-campus representative.
Edward Kuresman. sophomore
marketing major, used a similar
strategy to get elected as an offcampus representative.
"I told my friends and fraternity
brothers I was running and asked
them to write me in." Kuresman
said "I know people on USG, and I
watch the meetings on TV. USG is

the voice of the students, so I want
to make a difference and try to solve
problems students have on this
campus."
Now that they are elected, the
new representatives have definite
ideas about the direction they want
to take USG in the future.
Hradek said one of his goals is to
eliminate wasteful spending at the
University.
"I hope to push USG to push the
administration to extend and
improve the recycle program, and
pass legislation to get rid of those
people wearing tights that bump up
against each other." Hradek said.
"They are called the football team. I
• See USG, page 7.

The annual Brown and
Orange football game will
be played tomorrow at 1
p.m.
)
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Moscow holds talks with
Chechen reps to end conflict
MOSCOW (AP) — The government said yesterday it is holding
direct talks with Chechen representatives on ending the war in the rebel
province, one of the strongest signs
yet that Moscow is looking to end
the conflict.
Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov
said Russia was conducting a direct
dialogue with unidentified Chechens
on ending the war and predicted that
it would "lead to concrete results."
It was not clear if the talks were
with the Chechen rebels, and Ivanov
did not elaborate except to say talks
had been going on for some time.
Moscow has in the past ruled out
negotiations with the rebels until
they surrender their weapons.
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The Nation
In Brief
Data add to questions about
estrogen treatment, heart
CHICAGO (AP) — A new study
has found that estrogen supplements
can reduce cholesterol in certain
cases, but it only adds to the confusion over whether hormones after
menopause help or hurt women's
hearts.
The study, involving women who
already had heart disease, found that
estrogen-progestin
supplements
reduced elevated levels of a type of
cholesterol that has been linked to
heart disease.

13 Jews accused
of spying for U.S.

Associated Press Photo
SPY — Navid Balazadeh, center, an Iranian Jew who is accused of spying,talks to reporters after
he was released on bail in Shiraz, Iran, yesterday. The closed-door trial for 13 Iranian Jews who
were charged with spying for the United States and Israel began yesterday and was quickly
adjourned as defense lawyers asked for more time.

SHIRAZ. Iran — Four of 13
Iranian Jews who went on trial yesterday on charges of spying for the
United States and Israel have confessed and asked for clemency, a
judicial official said.
The trial began earlier yesterday
but was quickly adjourned as
defense lawyers asked for more
time. Afterward, defense lawyer
Esmail Naseri said no confessions or
appeals for clemency were made in
court today and any past confessions
were "irrelevant" because, they were
made without the presence of the
defendants' lawyers.
'There were no confessions or
pleas for clemency by the defendants in court today. Nothing like
that happened at all." Naseti said.
The trial has drawn international
condemnation of Iran. Both the

United States and Israel say the espionage charges are baseless.
Shortly after, the trial was
adjourned until May 1, Hossein Ali
Amiri, the provincial judiciary chief,
said four Jews have confessed to
espionage, but he did not say when
the confessions were made.
Amiri said that Judge Sadeq
Nourani has ruled the confessions
admissible.
"The four defendants who
appeared in court this morning all
have confessed to spying for Israel,
but have asked the judge for clemency." Amiri said at a news conference.
The defendants' relatives, who
were present at Amiri's news conference, reacted with sobs and wails. If
convicted, the suspects could get
long prison terms or death sentences. In a similar case three years
ago, two Jews were executed at
Tehran's Evin prison.

Toledo seeks clean campaign from President Fujimori
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LIMA. Peru — President Alberto Fujimori
will have to wait foi a runoff election for
another chance to beat his upstart rival. Alejandro Toledo, after falling short of a majority
vote.
Only this time. Toledo said the playing
field will be different as (hey seek a clean
campaign.
"In the second round, we demand substantially different conditions to compete." Toledo

said Wednesday night after final results were
released. "The international community is
watching. The nation is watching "
Fujimori, 61. made no immediate public
statement. He has kept a low profile since
Sunday's vote ■— the culmination of an election campaign so riddled with accusations of
government abuses and irregularities that the
international community all but insisted on a
second round.
In his only public appcaiance since the

election. Fujimori on Monday denied that
fraud played a part in the vote. "The process
has been clean, free and fair." he said.
A runoff election will be scheduled for late
May or early June.
"The accumulation of fraud allegations
from Sunday are so numerous that the president's image is irreparably damaged." said
political scientist Julio Carrion. "I seriously
doubt that Fujimori, if he is declared president,
will still be president at year's end "

Election monitors expressed relief at
Wednesday's outcome, but said Fujimori must
act quickly to address the allegations of irregularities and fraud that marred the first round
vote — including charges the Fujimori's campaign forged more than 1 million signatures in
order to register his candidacy.
Thousands of Toledo's followers, who for
hours had waited for the deciding result in
downtown Lima, broke into wild cheers when
they heard the news.
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24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
•Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)
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Beth Brigger

Kim Costin

Amber Fahey

Kerry Flood

Lindsay Scheetz

Allison Simon

w

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

The Bachelor and
Bachelorette Party Gift
Headquarters!!
Dancers frorh any club in the area receive 25°.. off our
wide selection of Dancewear and shoes!

COUPLES DAY- EVERY SATURDAY
Couples receive 10% off all purchases.

VIDEO SALE!

Adult Rated 2/$25 or $19.95 each

THE LOVE ftoirriQLii-:

13040 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526
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135 S. Brme Rd. Toledo 531-0079 Vtut ut through our separate entrance.

Great Apartments Still Available for Fall 2000 At

GREENBPJAPJ

104 S. Mam
353-0988
Check us out at: www.easystreetcafe.net

Columbia Court Apartments
$775 - $900 mo. • Close To Campus!

m%

Mercer Manor Apartments
$775 - $850 mo. • AC, Fireplaces!

Happy Hour 4-Tpm • 4-Vpm Drink Specials
$2 Ml-l-Crin-luii Miwchie Buffet
(21 and over)

East Merry Apartme
$725 mo. • Newly Remodeled

Rays Music
Exchange

Also a few spots still open at Field Manor Apartments and
Frazee Ave. Apartments. Both $625 to $675 a month. Close To Campus!

Rays Music Ki change is an
ei£ht place band from
Cincinnati that takes an
experimental approach to
Jan, funk, and latin music.
www.rtysmuMieexchangc.conx

Apartments Also Available For Summer Rental!
352-0717
224E.Wooster

GRE„

19 and over

:<?.Fast

f.M

\Jffset f-^rintina

Digital Printing from Disk

Self-service Copies

Color Copies
Transparencies

;ompany

UPS Shipping

Resumes

525 Ridge Street • 354-3278 • fax 352-4281
I

•- ■» •
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FAXING

Full'Service Copies

Business Cards
Accent Color

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday thru Friday
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Through the mirror, she saw the
truth. "But the truth is only well

stepped away, away from light, in

stomach with her hands, plunging

order to be with. Such a mistake. "1

up into his chest cavity. "Feel your

orchestrated lies..."

am fortune's fool!"

heart beat slower my love, feel the

A boy. sweet thing, ebony hair

The knife seems so tempting,

and soft smiles. A joy to see. a love

permanent solution to a temporary

to have, a smile upon her melancholy heart

might

She began to cry at the images
they

emerged

sweet

face

innocent
slightly.

trans

in

sleep...mouth

She

began

open

to cry even

ly as it pierced her skin she did not
bleed.

in the house... she must calm down

thought

Osmond

song.

about

love

a

of

some

"Paper
like

Marie
Roses."

false

roses,

(hough it seemed so true Then, his
mind a swirl of jumbled thoughts,
as he spoke "I'm sorry...." All these
images
glass.

encased
"Too

in

late

shimmering

for

that

now.

despair turned to hate little one "
But then she closed her eyes and

before she drives away. A memory

The boy screamed A loud wail-

her ragged breath began 10 smooth.

of what she finally said. "You will

ing scream of surprise and anguish

She healed his wounds, and kissed

not step on me anymore. ." but her

as he grasped his wrists in obvious

him softly, a puzzled look crossing

mind said so much more.

pain

"You

have broken my heart." her voice
ter. she couldn't breathe

The blood gushed onto his

white

mse through the fog of deep win

blanket

as

he

looked

bewilderment for his attackei

ller tor-

girl

tured heart was causing a lack of

took

in

a

breath

in
I he

slowly,

drive

observing the slow demise of her

death you feat hut love so much..

away

"F*ck you my love, appar-

offender. But she could not let him

The pain in the darkness, the regrel

ently

everyone

die

ol

I am ihc sunset of the day, the

She

and

blade to her wrists. Wincing slight-

there crying, watching his shadow

"II you can lace the boy in the
mirror

like your

nothing

harder as she placed the scalding

The scene, a car -- as she sits

MIRROR,
MIRROR ON
THE WALL

where

her ..blackness

In the mirror appeared the boy,

a

scream. The white acrylic began to
melt, as her
formed....

touch

void of sweet blank time.

her mind portrayed, her cries rising
until

stutter and die.

love for me..."

problem, but sweet nirvana awaits.
Silence of death,

But it is all lies.

slowly

pound

self-control,

she

began
else

to

has,"

whis-

so

simply

without

his face,

I love you uxi much to

hurt you." She closed his eyes and
opened her own
harlequin

tears

There were the
and

a

mirror

of

truth.

knowing
upon

ller blood fell onto the tile of

wounds were

the bathroom as she laughed at her

nothing

hut

pered her maddened voice of truth.

why.

passion

of

But no one can say such things

her wrists and his

life, and love. 1 fear you. for you

without

healed. A game had begun, little

stupidity, merely a flesh

arc as powerful as I we are one

ings.

girl had learned to hate.

yei all these thoughts of death and

tomorrow

passion

I

lot

hold
sou.

Sometimes, there is ,i thought that

hurting

Besides,

someone's
she

didn't

feel
reall)

She loved him more than anything, realizing that she sustained
all pain because she did

to say.

hut

I

never

have

enough courage to say them."
The mirror. As she gazed into
us depths, she saw
child
hate

within

an

lips gazing

deeply into her eyes

never knowing who she truly was

Her love

She kissed him back passionately,

can turn to hate. Pain from emotional battering can cause the deep-

everything is a game, and spoke, "I

est of rages

adore you..." softly into his car. he

nothing but a

embodiment

bandages

The boy kissed her softly on the

il

things

placed

mean them., she did cue

screams within my mind, a thought
so powerful that it hurts me to feel
Sometimes, there are so man)

She

How

silly

she

was

tit

think that she could destroy someone

She placed a little bandage

upon the cut and curled into a ball
upon the floor. Soon she slept and
though! no more of the anger in her
heart.

smiled

In the mirror, she sees him as he

revenge

wound,

ol

truly is.... Little boy abusing her

The white acrylic paml upon

mentally even as she falls to her

long

She pulled out the knife and

A scream that echoed for years,

knees

began to cut into her wrists again,

blood curdling and mournful as his

shocked that she still didn't bleed.

mother

But he did. blood flowing freely as

body The girl lay asleep, unknow-

he begged to know why. Her gaze

ing of Ihc power within her mind.

her lace, eyes of blue, lips of vio-

Ripping

apart

her

He

con-

wouldn't

be

smiling

for

let: Quite the little harlequin she

science, calling her the names she

was

falling

didn't deserve, for a trifle moment

slightly into her eyes, a teat rolled
down, silver like a star.

ol dissension A moment when her
pride had risen and she had

searing his eyes as he desperately

The boy was rushed to the emer-

"Starlight stai bright, firsl siai I
sec tonight. I wish I may I wish I

adultery Yet she is still praying to

attempted

gency room but one thing could

might

God that she might have him.

they

Gentle

have

blonde curls

this

wish

I

wish

screamed oul her thoughts on his

widened

and

the

bleeding,

became

quite

sweet

tered.

He

she

haven of paternal love but she has

"Baby

"

for

she

fell
Baby

to

the

ripped

floor.

into his

his

lacerated

save him. the love of the girl, her

Hei home was .1

has nothing else

Nothing mote than wishes

stop

round in fear as his strength fal-

allow her this happiness

tonight...."

to

to

discovered

kisses to his

lay

asleep, and

wounds.

But

he soon lay

dead.
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OPINION
Society not cause of all difficulties
www.bgnews.com/opinion

This is a response to the leiler to
the editor from Jennifer Lediuski,
Eva Cataldo and Shawn McConnon.
I will start by addressing their contribution to our ever-growing fascination with words ending in "ism."
Their letter was mostly just PC. feelgood bullsh't. which really makes
me sick "Ableism" - I know that's
not even a word because my spell
checker is beeping as I type it. As for
the concept, this has got to be one of
the lamest "isms" I have ever heard
of.
There are many people who have,
by no fault of their own. been the
recipient of a cruel twist of fate. This
is a sad but true fact of life. People
who have been stricken with mental
and physical disabilities (note: not
different abilities) are special people. Special in that they each have a
battle to fight. You know who else
has a battle to fight? Almost everyone. We all light our individual battles each and every day.
I have worked in nursing homes
for the past five years and ha\e
cared for both the elderly and people
with mental/physical disabilities. I
can tell you that these people are not
differently able; they are less able.
That is the reason they need help.
That does not make them an\ less
human. Many disabled people are
very brave and determined, but the
fact remains that these people need
the assistance of others to survive.
I pose a question to the writers of
the ableism letter. Since you feel that
"differently abled" is a very noble
way to be. Would you then choose if
given a choice to be that'.' I will honestly say that I would surely not
choose to live that way. I feel pity

Ryan Mitchell
guest

columnist
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the fact remains that

these people need the
assistance of others
to survive."
for those with mental/physical retardation. You may say that to pity
means to look down upon them. I'm
no hypocrite; I admit I have thought.
"I'm really glad that's not me." Most
of us. if we arc honest with ourselves, will say the same. Many people say that the handicapped don't
want your pity. To them I say. if we
feel no pity, then why would we be
moved to lend a helping hand'.'
The letter contends "These people have limitations placed on them
by society..." In reality "these people" have limitations, which were
placed on them by life. The aspect of
blaming society smacks of more PC
crap to be waded through to get to
the crux of the matter. It seems to
me. that these folks care more about
telling us our faults and feeling good
about themselves, than actually
making a contribution to the wellbeing of the handicapped.
This is an issue, not just with
their letter, but also with many other
letters and opinion articles in The

News. When someone feels that
their group is being slighted, they
blame society. Guess what, you are
society. If you want something, go
get it. I am a white male age 18-35;
you know what has been handed to
me? A big helping of jack squat! I
have worked hard for everything I
have. I have had to drop out of
BGSU twice because I couldn't
afford to go to school and still eat.
Now I have reached a point where I
can do both. I have never taken food
stamps or welfare, because I believe
that they are programs for the people
who can't (not won't) help themselves. It seems to me that many
people claiming to represent "their
people" want their just due.
I will use the example of the
angry black person. Incidentally. I
say "black" not "African American"
because if you were actually born
and raised in Africa, then moved
here and got citizenship, you wouldn't complain ai all because of how
much better off you are here. Black
Americans are no more African than
I am Irish or German. Anyway, back
to the subject. The angry black person (for our purposes, let's call him
Malcolm) says that the white man
(it's usually whitcy's fault) owes
him restitution for all of the years of
slavery in this country. Well let me
tell you this; anyone who feels that
way is a fool. You were never a
slave, you never witnessed slavery.
Furthermore. I never owned a slave.
No one alive today in America did
(at least, not the slavery we're talking about). No one owes you a goddamn thing! I know that most black
people don't feel like Malcolm, but
unfortunately for black people as a

Letters to the Editor
Article title misleads
I must admit I was pleasantly surprised to read the article titled.
"Grad students may not make the
grade" (April (»). I initially expected
the article to be another misinformed and under-reported assessment of teaching assistants on this
campus. Instead, it was a fair treatment that made an honest attempt to
interview those most capable of
informing the audience of how some
graduate teaching assistants are
selected. I was discouraged, however, by the misleading title. It seemed
to indicate that it would be an
expose of the gross incompetence of
teaching assistants at Bowling
Green.
Speaking from personal experience. I can attest that undergraduates
at BGSU are not "gypped" when
they are assigned a TA for their
classes. Like many of my fellow
graduate teaching assistants. I have a
myriad of teaching experience. In
my brief 29 years on this planet. I've
taught high school, literacy programs, community college (for four
years) and government funded ESL
classes. I've worked in six writing
labs and supervised a lab for students with learning disabilities.
Additionally. I have translatable
experiences from other jobs in corporate management and residence
life. I am not alone. Graduate students are selected to teach precisely
because they know their material.
One might argue that a professor
knows more because they've been
deeply involved in the scholarly
process at a level that graduate students cannot match They "profess"
from a superior knowledge base
rather than being only trained to
teach. But again, many TAs have a
vast background in their subjects. I
tend to think my experiences in
advertising, journalism and technical writing qualify me in many ways
to illustrate to students how the subject I teach (writing, if you didn't
know already) is translatable into all
aspects of life.
What you may not be aware of is

the nature of the academy. Professors usually teach as part of their
assignment, but many focus primarily on research, which is directly
responsible for bringing huge
endowments to the University in
terms of corporate and federal grants
(Harvard's endowment is larger than
many nations' GDP). Many of these
professors whose interest is primarily focused on research have virtually no teaching experience. It's ironic
that undergraduates are worried
about graduate teaching assistants,
sonic of whom have far more teaching experience than the professors
they say they "pay for." Moreover,
unlike many professors. I. and many
of my associates, were trained to be
teachers. I am certified to teach in
two states and have a master's
degree in curriculum and instruction. I am here because of the fine
programs BG offers, specifically
BG's long tradition of being a
teacher focused school, i.e. the original label "normal school." More
importantly. I'm here for the students. I'm again adding to my experience so that I can go back to teaching full-time when I graduate. I have
no desire to ever be separated from
the classroom.
Please do not misinterpret my
message. This is not a comparison
and contrast essay that examines the
differences between professors and
graduate students with the end purpose of claiming one group is better
than the other (after all. I receive my
grades from professors too!). Jeff
Sharp perhaps said it best: "I think
you have to take it on a case by case
basis?" Advice that is certainly
applicable for any person or in any
situation.
Ron Tulley
rmlley @ b^nel. bgsu. edu

Accent? Irresponsible
Journalism?
I was given a front page treatment on April 5 in The BG News,
portrayed as a teacher with a horrible accent who seemed to be respon-

sible for the student's lower grade.
Besides the miscommunication
between the reporter and the student
quoted. I am very upset by the irresponsible journalism in that icport. I
do respect personal opinion, but The
BG News front page is not the "People on the street" section.
Before the reporter targeted me
as an example for that report, she
should have done more research
about my leaching. The reporter
should have at least stopped by any
of my classes and listened to my lecture. The reporter should have contacted my department to get the data
of the students' evaluation and
enrollment. The reporter should
have interviewed more students of
mine. The reporter should have
talked to me and listened to my English. Quoting one out of more than a
thousand students I have taught,
without mentioning the vast majority of the students who give the positive feedback to my teaching, what
is the direction that report is trying
to lead the readers lo?
Shall I thank the reporter that my
name was not directly mentioned in
that report, instead being described
.i. He. from China, teaching statistics"? 1 wish she had mentioned my
name and let the facts speak!
Zhlmln Jeremy Xu
zhimin@eba.biisii.edu
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I should have taken forewarning
when UAO was very unprepared for
the day tickets went on sale' UAO
needed lo have thought out the
process a little better. When a person
buys tickets from Ticket Master,
they give you the best available, you
do not get to pick your exact seats.
Also, more people needed to tr
helping with the ticket sales. The
line would have moved more quickly if they would have done this
Despite the waiting. I was excited
when I had the tickets in hand.
The day of the concert, when my
friends (one which drove two hours)
and I arrived at Anderson Arena we
were told to get into one line to go
into the arena, and then 20 minutes
later another UAO member told us
to get into another line, which happened to be longer than the first.
There was mass confusion and UAO
members were not helping the situation. All of the UAO members needed to be informed of what was hap-

Question: Do you think student activism is dying?

Carol Morris
Junior
Recreation
"No, I am Miss
Activity."

Bill Ellis
Senior
Social Work
"If so hopefully it
will live again by
the end of this
weekend."

Derrick Wagner
Senior
History
"Not here, screw
'The Man"."

penmg and informed of the same
information. When I was told to get
into the "will call" line I was told
that it was moving last and that our
seats would be better, both of these
comments were very untrue. Every
UAO member kept passing the buck
not one single member could give
me answers and told me it was not
their fault.
Well, the fault has to be someone's. An MTV employee was the
only person that sympathized with
me and wanted to help, but the situation was out of his hands. What I
want to know is where was Brian
Engelman and the Graduate Director
of UAO to take my questions when I
was waiting in line, especially when
Moby was on-stage. the person that
I bought the tickets to sec.
By the time I reached the will call
window after waiting more then an
hour. Moby, the only reason I purchased the tickets, was done performing. The guy at the window was

Bill Long
Senior
Rec/Tourism
"No because
there's people like
us making
smores."

Justin I.csili
Freshman
Architecture
"No, There's a lot
of groups on campus."

reluctant to give me a full refund,
until a friend and I demanded it
They also told me that it was not
possible to get my money back at
that moment Adding insult to
injury, the people at the window
were also passing the buck saying
that they could not do anything nor
were they willing to try. They were
also reluctant to give us their names
and a way of contacting them in case
we ran into problems with receiving
our refund which is about $160.
Finally. I received a name and
phone number. We then walked out
without money in hand and without
seeing Moby. I want UAO and Brian
Engelman lo know thai I no longer
support any efforts they make
because they arc incompetent due to
the fact of this disappointing adventure, which we saw at first as a great
opportunity.
Monica Jacobs
monica I _l 5 (t? hotmail.com
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•A Different World"

A«ou¥0 (,$ All THE TI1E.... MflniT fttML).1.1/

by Patrick Johns

I am writing this letter to express
my ill feelings towards UAO and
their inability to be organized.
When 1 first heard that UAO had
signed Moby to perform at our University I was psyched. This restored
my faith in UAO, which did not last
long. I did not mind so much that I
waited 10 hours to purchase tickets,
but in retrospect I had to take the day
off of work which means I lost an
entire day's pay for something that
ended up being an extreme disappointment. Is there any type of compensation for that?

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
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the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
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Ryan Mitchell is a guest columnist lor The BG News. He con /><
reached at ryancmitcheWdhotnunl.com

PEOPLE
on the street

UAO errors foster
ill feelings

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between G00-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
tran<®bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

race, the Malcolms of the world are
the ones on TV claiming to represent
you.
There is slavery today in America, but not one man owning another.
A person can become a slave to any
number of things I am a slave to
nicotine. Some people are slaves to
other drugs, food, activities and
ways of life. The last includes biases, routines, jobs and other things. If
you allow yourself to remain a slave
to a certain way of life, you are
going to miss a lot of living.
Another example is the complaints of some minorities about the
recent Bush/Moby concert. Where
do these people get off complaining
about something so good for this
university? By bringing in a big
name act to BGSU. the way is paved
for future groups to be brought in. I
personally hate Bush, and I didn't go
to the show, but I used a little of my
brain to figure out that if this concert
goes well, maybe they will be able
to bring in a big act that I will like
(Beastic Boys please).
I guess that is the whole point of
this article. People. I implore you.
use your brains. You are college students (or professors or staffed.) and
you should theoretically have better
than average intelligence. So instead
of falling into spewing out prcchewed. fluffy, politically correct
ideals, first think, think again, then
form an opinion to be shared with
the group.
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Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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Bookstore adds music to repertoire
ANNE MOSS

opportunity to explore new venues
in addition to their regular stops.

STAFF WRITER

Whai is a good way lo get
involved in the music scene in
Bowling Green? Visit one of the
numerous coffee shops, bai s or more
recently, bookstores that offer live
music from local bands.
Scan Wilbur, owner of Pauper"s
Books. 206 North Main St.. recently
set aside a small space in the back of
his bookstore in order for local talent to show off their goods.
"There are still a lot of people
that aren't being heard," Wilbur
said. Not only do independents from
local bands come and perform, but
also University
musicians and
poets. This gives all performers

Billy Hanway, owner of Madhatter Music, supports Wilbur in his
decision to bring in live talent.
"Everyone always says that there
needs to be more things going on in
this town." Hanway said. "Well,
more people need the energy, like
Sean, to bring more things to this
town."
Wilbur has been the owner of
Pauper's for three years, and has
worked there for six.
His store offers new and used literature in all subject areas, as well as
non-conventional items like independent press, authentic Mexican
coffee and photographs..
These items may not appear on
his shelves all the time because of

money

playing his guitar in the community
square downtown "busking." or
playing for spare change. McEwen
can also be seen occasionally as a
guest guitarist for the local band Piss
Artists.

"Business has not been so good
this year," said Wilbur.

"I am not doing anything serious
right now, just playing for fun and
trying 10 get heard," McEwen said

scarce resources and lack of funds,
but he does try to bring new things
to the store occasionally for a greater
variety.
It all
though.

boils down

to

By brining in live bands and local
talent, he is hoping to increase his
business. Though he stresses that his
main motive is for fun and just
because he has the space. Eventually, he said, it will pay its way.
"While people are watching the
performers. I am not hoping to sell a
beer, just a book or two maybe."
said Wilbur.
Wednesday night, local musician
Clark McEwen performed at Pauper's. McEwen generally is seen

The 5K walk will begin and end
at the Woodland Mall. 1234 North
Main St.. and will take place rain or
shine. Registration lor the walk will
be at noon, with the walk starting at

I p.m.
In addition to the walk, the
Woodland Mall will also sponsor
Earth Day related exhibits and

demonstrations with hands-on activities for children and adults. Booths
from Maumee RAP. the Ohio EPA.
and other organizations will be open
from 10 a.m. until 7 p.m.
The Nature Reserve will once
again sponsor the Earth Day Poetry
Contest, with young people reading
their winning entries beginning at
10:30 a.m. in the Woodland Mall
Cafe Court. The Mad Cap Puppets
will be a special feature for the day
with a program at 3:30 p.m.. and
there will be a Rainforest Play spon-

Pauper's has had a full schedule
of live acts for the first month, but
probably will reduce that to only
about three or four acts per week,
according to Wilbur.

Camp Superkids is a medically
supervised overnight camp for
children betweer the ages of 8-13
with asthma. Camp will be held
June 25-30. al Camp I.ibbey in
Defiance. Ohio

sored by St. Aloysius at noon and
again at 12:30 p.m.

tives and student watershed projects
for cleaner streams.

Proceeds from the events will
benefit the Maumee RAP. which
was established by the International
Joint Commission in the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement to
improve water quality in 43 areas of
concern. In past years, proceeds of
up to $3,000 per year have been
used to purchase water quality testing kits for students, install ground
water level monitoring wells and
sponsor industrial partnership initia-

For more information, contact the
Wood County Solid Waste Management District at 354-9297 or the
Nature Reserve at 354-2613.

Attention All Students!

Turn in those Census forms!

y

Stand Up & Be Counted!

I'uhhc vrxue .mjffitemenl film the US Census Bureau

mm

Earth Day was created in 1970 by
a former US Senator from Wisconsin, Gaylord Nelson. It has been
observed on April 22 every year
with litter collections, tree plantings,
marches, walks and other community events.

WHAT TITLE DID MIKE TYSON
RECEIVE AFTER BITING
HOLYFIELD'S EAR]
SPORTSMAN OF THI

This special program offers
children with asthma the same outdoor activiiies that other children
so often take lor granted. Activities
will include nature hikes, swimming, aris and crafts, archery and
much more Camp also will teach
children coping strategies to better
deal with their asthma. This is a
free camp with a small registration
fee required after acceptance.

A sponsorship ol 50 students is
1.70. ,i sponsorship ol 7S students
is $105, 0 sponsorship "l 100 children i< $140 and a sponsorship ol
200 children is $280
Business, industrial IN professional leaders who support this
program, v, HI be listed on the prestige page of all activity manuals
under the heading of:
Provided as a Public Service
by People Who Care"
This is the only program of this
type the Bowling Green lire Division will be conducting llus year.
All
tax-deduciible
checks
should be made payable to the
National Fire Safety Council and
mailed to the Bowling Green Fire
Division to the attention ol Kick
Johnson by June 1. 20(X) so pro|>er
credit can be given

Camp Superkids is staffed by a
trained team of physicians, nurses
and respiratory therapists who provide around-the-clock medical
supervision.
Call the American l.ung Association at 471-0024 or 1-800LUNG-USA for an application or
for more information.
Bowling Green Fire Department
seeks youth program funding
The Bowling Green Fire Division is now organizing its annual
fire safety and burn prevention
educational
program,
geared
toward children in the community
Live shows teaching fire safety
and life safety, featuring Firepup
and his friend Sounder, will be
given at each elementary school.
grades K-4. In addition, over
10.000 pieces of educationally
sound fire safety and life safety
materials will be provided to the
youngsters here. These materials
have been designed by the National Fire Safety Council iNFSC). a

111
.INCLUDING SEVERAL "BEST PIZZA"!

Make Money Now!!!

( amp Superkids deadlin
approaching
The American Lung Association announced April 30 as the
application deadline lor its 23rd
year of Camp Superkids.

Pauper's is located between the
Corner Grill and Howard's Club and
is open until 7 p.m. Performances
usually run from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

oigani/a

In order to help covei the cost
ni the materials, the department is
turning to business, industiial and
prolcssiim.il leaders lot contributions

Wilbur said this is exactly what
he is hoping for all the performers he
brings into his bookstore.

Wood County solid waste district to hold walk for world
In celebration of Earth Day. the
Wood County Solid Waste District
will hold the seventh annual Walk
for the World Saturday, April 29.

tax-exempt, noil pioln
lion.

Elks announce contributions
Members of Elks Lodge #818
in Bowling Green contributed
nearly SI2.000 to charitable and
educational causes for the fiscal
year ending March 31.
Among local causes receiving
Bowling Green Elks Lodge fuiding were the schools1 Safet) Patrol
program, the Junior High School
Student-of-the-Month. the Bowling Green Pee Wee League, youth
hockey and numerous local scholarship awards
In addition, local contributions
went to the Elks National Foundation, the largest fraternal contributor to educational causes in the
United States, as well as to the
Ohic 'ilks Charity Program. Cerebral : als\ Foundation. Ohio Veterans and the Elks Hoop Shoot, the
largest privately-funded sporting
event in the nation.
The contributions are a continuing example that the Bowling
Green F.Iks Lodge is among the
leading lodges, both statewide and
nationally, in our dedication to
worthy causes and to those in
need." explained Jaxon Sebek.
Exalted Ruler of the local lodge.

PISRIMCLLO'S
t^g^203
N. Main
Main ^9^S^
^? 203 N.

3525166

Open Weekday/ 4 P.IB. • lunch fri. •Jat. -fun.

Success

Sucess

Success

CHOOSE

Success

Be your Own Boss!!
Help Pay Tuition!!
Financial Freedom!!
Set Your Own Hours!!

ANY

2

• 7" 1 Item pizza or calzone
•
i
i
•

The INTERNET is the wave of the Future,
WHY not CAPITALIZE on it's SUCCESS!
Join the FASTEST growing e-commerce company in the world.

5 Huge Breadsticks
Small Sub
10 Wings
6 Mozzarella Cheese
Sticks
• 6 Chicken Fingers

FOR $5 25
OR

3 / $7.75
FREE DELIVERY j

352-5166

MEETING begins at: 7:30 PM, Saturday April 15th. at
Best Western Plaza Motel
1450 East Woosler St. (Across from BGSU ) Bowling Green. Ohio
43402
For more information call: Gary Thompson 419-354-39% or
Jack Kerr
877-892-6545

Call I -800-969-5706 to hear a free 2 minute recorded message.
BRING A FRIEND AND AN ATTITUDE FOR SUCCESS!!!!!

€la-zcl Theatre

bV

203 N MAIN
Not ValK) With Any Olher Otter • Expires 5/31/00

Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKS
Wt only u/e Me tine A ingredient!

COMMONS ANDCHILY5

1127 N. Main B.G. fi 353-1361
www.greateastern.hollywood.com

NORTH DOCK ENTRANCE WILL BE
CLOSED BEGINNING APRIL 10,2000

WHILE UNDBl<X)NCTRUCI10H

READY mm
"RUMBLE

18% pay increase for most positions.

=
BIG bucks. Get our new $6.25/hr base rate for select jobs.
BIG bonus. An extra $1 for every hour you work.
BIG jobs. From bartenders to ride hosts, lifeguards' to office
workers. Internships for college available, too!
BIG fun. Unlimited access to the park, including
Millennium Force, world's tallest, fastest roller coaster
Free tickets to give away. After hours parties. And new
friendships - with over 3,700 other BIG earners.
'.'.'.
BIG extras. Housing and internships are available 'm'mmm'
for qualified applicants.

DAVID ARQUETTE
OLIVER PLATT
Nightly 7:00 9:30
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 4:30
s u

Every Sat Midnight

Still searching for that
BIG summer job wm
opportunity?

R

PLEASE USE SOUTH- L* ^
EAST PATIO
ENTRANCE.
UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES

Get the BIG picture at j
cedarpoint.com/jobs
•Get an application online
•FAQs and pix of the best
jobs on the planet
•Have an e-mail chat with a
campus ambassador
Or call 1-800-668-JOBS.

nt*r
cedarpoint.com

E0E. Bonuses are paid to employees after they tultlll their Employment Agreements.

I

I
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Protests continue in
Bolivia despite agreement
THE ASSOCIATED Puss

LA PAZ. Bolivia — Students
clashed vuih police and anti-government protests continued in some
regions Tuesday, but a protest leader
called for a slop to weeklong violent
prolesls after an agreement wiih the
government.
Police fired lear gas and rubber
bullets at rock-throwing students in
clashes that lasted for several hours
in the center of in La Pa/, the country's seat of government
After fighting running skirmishes
with police, the students retreated to
their campuses. A university professor, Jaime Vilela. said IS students
were injured and around 50
detained.
Elsewhere, a strike shut down
Potosi, a mining city of 160.000
located high in the Ancles, where
local leaders said the government is
indifferent to their economic problems.
Hours after the clashes in La I'.i/.
the leader of protests in Cochabamba called for residents of that city.
Bolivia's third largest, to cease all
demonstrations. The city returned to
normal as thousands of demonstra
tors began returning home after the

The talks are mediated in repre
senlatives of the Catholic Church.
While the water conflict sparked
the protests, the government admitted difficult economic conditions
played a major role Information
Minister Ronald MacLcan attributed
the crisis at least in part to the raise
of international oil prices.
On Monday. M.icl can said drug
traffickers were backing the demonstrations in an attempt to stop ,i go>
ernment program to eradicate production of coca leal, used to make
cocaine
The destruction of coca leaf plantations has deprived thousands of
peasants of their sole means ol
income, especially in the area
around Cochabamba.
The Bolivian Workers Confederation — the leading workers' union
grouping farmers, teachers, factory
workers and miners — called for a
general strike Wednesday against
the "state ol siege" decree passed
Salurdav That decree suspended
many constitutional guarantees,
allowing police to detain protest
leaders without a warrant, restrict
travel and political activity and
establish a curlew

agreement reached Monday night
It was in Cochabamba. 350 miles
east of La Paz. that demonstrations
broke out April 3 to protest a
planned water hike. The protests
spread throughout the country, leaving six dead and prompting a "slate
of siege" decree giving police and
the military a freer rein to crack
down.
Protest leader Oscar Olivera
called for a stop to protests hours
after Congress passed legislation
Tuesday revising the water law as
required under the agreement.
Congress removed a clause that
would have pegged water rates to
the U.S. dollar, and another that
would have forced peasants to pay
for using water from wells.
Under the agreement, the government canceled the contract granted
to Aguas del Tunari. an international
water company pushing for the
water price hike.
Peasant leaders and government
officials also opened negotiations
aimed at lifting roadblocks and ending demonstrations at Aymara Indian
Communities, where soldiers and
local residents fought over the
weekend, leaving six dead and more
than 50 injured.

Associated Press Photo

PROTESTORS — Protestors take refuge in the patio of a church threatening a hunger strme until
the implementation of the accords to withdraw the 20 percent raise in water prices and removal
of a foreign owned waterworks company in the city of Cochabamba, 350 miles southeast of La
Paz, Bolivia.

United States not coming to world's fair in Germany
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BERLIN — The United Stales said today
that it would not have a national pavilion at
the first world's fair ol theceniuiv because ii
could not find enough private sponsors to
p.iv till It.

German officials had been lobbying the
United States to commit to a presence at
Expo 2000. which runs June I-Oct. 31 in
■■ ■

■■-■■•-

- -'

Hanover. Germany. But U.S. officials had
difficult) in getting businesses to contribute,
U.S. law has prohibited spending taxpayer
money on such events since 1994.
The United States would instead organize
appearances by well-known ailists, writers
and intellectuals around Germany during the
fair months, "concentrating on what is best
about America in the arts and culture." said
William Rollnick. I S. Commissioner for
Expo 2000.

■■■■.-■■■

Said 2 million tickets have been sold for the
fair, which will feature exhibits from about
50 nations and 150 organizations on the
common theme ol "Humankind — Nature
Technology "
inizerS hope to sell -10 million tickets
in all and recoup roughlv a thud of the estimated $1.65 billion cost through business
contributions and marketing
The U.S. pavilion at Expo 98 in Lisbon.
Portugal, was one of the largest in the fair.

But a government report lasi yeai raised
charges of financial improprieties against
former congressman Ton) Coclho. who was

U.S. commissionei general l"i the Lisbon
Ian
The expo had been estimated to cost ${
million, but the figure lumped to $9.8 mil
lion and "will likely cost more" because ol
pending lawsuits, the Slate Department
inspector general said

■yyy////s//ysA'//ys/y/^'/WZ^^

__

y/w//yy/A'////y/A'/////////////y////////////////M

The United State, had initially been plan
ning one of the fair's biggest pavilions — a
$35 million exhibit in the form of a shopping
mall, according to Expo organizers. The project was scaled down several limes, hut U s
officials still could not raise the cash. Rollnicl. said in a statement from the U.S.
Embassy.
Germany is hoping foi a majoi tourisi
boom from us first world's 'an
Expo managing director Rcinhard Volk

SS/S/S//SSSS/////7/////////////A
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LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION

Flatlands Marketing

You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
80S THURSTIN -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S590.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S510.00
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S475.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $405.00
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath.
School Year- One Perdson Rate- $350.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $320.00
751 HIGH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. Dishwashers. .
Furnished-School Year-Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished-One Year-Two Person Rate-S440.00
649 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. Dishwashers.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $550.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $465.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00
505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S540.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanity in BR. School
Year- Two Person Rate- $560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S535.00
One Year- $465.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00
7.3.3. 755. 777 MANVILLE- Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, one &.a halt Bath.
One School Year- $495.00
One Year- $425.00

PUSES FOR RENT

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE Lin* 5 people. $890 par mMn'ptm*.
utiBes. Deposit $890.00. Available May X, iOOO to May 12,2000. •'
530 E. MERRY • THREE BEDROOM HOUS£_. Urrfl 4 people. $700.00 ow monm
uSites. DepDsH.J70e.00. Ava«ar*AuQua24,2rj00toAu9u« 11,2000. ™
l.5ll1/2MMIVIUE-0rieb6iJn>xt'iip«tarlun», Urrt 2 Depute
$400.00 per month plus aH uHfltes. DeooeaJlODDo. •'._.
AvslWble May 20.2000.
'nlAOnty.

presents

Dick Wilson Pontiac • GMC
Monday, April 17th
1 lam - 5 pm
!^
Union Oval
First Prize: DVD Player
Second Prize: Sony Discman
Directions; Fill out the crossword and turn it in at the day of the event or on the Second Floor ol
the Business Administration Building outside of Room 221, or at Dick Wilson Potiac GMC, starting
Friday the 14th. Games and Raffles Prizes at the event. We will call if you won by
Tuesday at 5 pin. Please write legibly.
Slav
FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS

STAPLES

©*-

Please Write Legibly

Varsity Lanes

Check IT applicable:

I urn planning on purchasing a vehicle in

QYes, I would like more information on Pontlac-CMC

Jl •■>* than 3 months

QYes, I am intereatcd In a till drive at Dick Wlson Ponliac-GMC

□4 to 6 months

QVli I would like more Information on Ihe CM Credit Card

□7 to 9 months

■%

□Yes, I would like more Informadan on GMAC College Grad Program UI0 to 12 months
□ More than one vear
Aero**:
3 Think and Drink (3wrdsl

I

7 Pinnae Model

Note: Some of the answers are our
Contributing Businesses Names from
around town.

9 Galaxy of Drinks

1 GMC's Truck Serca Name

13 New 2001 Pontinc Model

2 BGSU Colon

14 Shape of GMC'sLogo

4 Preatdctu Sidney

1) Bird that is on Fre

5 Ponhnc'sTaBlaic(2wr«l«)

19 Your Link to ihe Movie Stars

6 Official nanie of Library

20 Played before

BUB".

23 Laundry aix]j Tan (3wrdi)

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Arc Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Tan, Bell

25 BGSU Mascot
26 New Ponuac Feature Package
(3wtdj)

»f
■-»<^*»w»

8 GMCa SUV
10 Trip Ticker
11 Fast Tracker
16 GMC'sTagline(6wrd>)
17 Ponuac'tMinrvan
l« ShapeorPontiac'sLotfi Owrds)
19 Tastes for abe Years to come
2000

28 LocatkmufDick Wilson in
relation to BGSU

20 B.A. (Ahhr. for)

30 ROYGBIV of entertainment

21 Your Sports Hradtpiaricr* m Hi i

31 Howl on the Southtide

23 Goi you ready for Spon* Break

33 Your "Uncle-with a B

27 Offlctal Sponsor of L'.S 2000

35 Office Supply Superstore in BG

X 6* Sunny days- -^j
**TwTi*
Sweeping up clouds away.. wi<

Down:

12 Hoi Poniiac Model

22 Location of Friday Night Happy
Hour and I- inner Food
(3wrdai

iplus'utiSBss. t>
Avatar* August 24,2000.

'

(Ponasc)

36 Center of Campus

29 Largest 1'ontiac Grand

37 Basketball Arena

32 New Name for GMC Suburban

1ft MaleBGSl! MaffW

34 Haircuts for Rial World Cast
Members

39 Female BGSU Mascot

vs
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RALLY
Continued from page 1.

"We need to Mop blaming the
victim," she said. "We need to stop
saying that it she wasn't wearing
those tight clothes and loud colors it
wouldn't have happened. We need
to change attitudes."
Thirdly, rape is an act of power ol
control.
Fourth, rape affects all women
— mothers, sisters, daughters,
nieces, grandmothers and aunts.
According to Sullce-Uresham.
national rape statistics say the
youngest recorded rape victim was 2
months old and the oldest recorded
rape victim was 94 years old.
"Rape isn't an issue that we can
toss away and ignore." she said.
"We have to deal with it."
She also said rape affects men.
Rape affects men's relationships
with women. It affects men because
it affects the women in their life.

"Rape is not sex, but men tend to Christa l.indemer. senior American
sec it as a sexual act." she said. "It Culture Studies.
Following the keynote address
suggests that men do not have conwas an inspirational performance by
trol over their emotions "
The final redefinition of rape is the University's Gospel Choir.
Among selections sung were "Right
thai rape is a public concern
"Rape is a community issue," she on King Jesus." "Swing Down
Chariot"
and "Amazing Grace."
said "It is a change to take back the
In addition, the Africana Dance
night, to say what needs to be said
and lo wear the clothes you want to Troupe performed the Dumbah.
"The Dumbah is a celebration
wear."
Sallee-Grcsham concluded her dance." said llabib Iddrisu. ADT
speech with a story of a football drummer from Ghana "Here we are
celebrating women's freedom and
game between insects and animals.
"Nothing can be accomplished the stop lo rape and violence."
Also. Eryn Whilficld. an ADT
by sitting on the sideline." she said.
Sallce-Grcsham's formula for member, did a solo expressional
effective change is when pain of suf- dance lo "Under the North Light,"
fering is greater than pain of move- by Keiko Malsi. She chose this song
for this occasion because of the
ment.
"The speaker said perhaps what emotional impact.
Following the performances by
is most important to remember is
that we arc all capable of making ADT and the Gospel Choir was the
change and with that simple change open mic survivor speak out. Some
comes a big difference." said people read poems while others

sang songs or gave words of encouragement based on their experience
of victimization.
Before the march into the night,
the women practiced live chants. As
the marchers headed through the
Union Oval, their voices could be
heard in a distance
"Whatever we wear, wherever
we go. yes means yes. and no means
no."
"Attending Ihe WAC Take Back
the Night ceremony and march was
definitely Influential," said Monica
Young, freshman middle childhood
education major. "It was very informative.*1

MARIJUANA
Continued from page 1.

"I don'l think there should be
laws against it. Not because I think
people should smoke, but because it
is one more place that government
can have a hand in our daily lives,**
he said
Weaver feels that the government
lets people do things that are even
worse than marijuana and doesn't
sec why government has drawn the
line at illegalizing marijuana
"We let everybody do detrimental
things to themselves now. We give
people cars thai go up to 120 mph.
and allow people to have alcohol in
large quantities. I don't understand
where the) draw the line."
He docs believe, however, thai
theie should be regulations
"There should be laws if you're
gonna go out and do something stu-

several BG juveniles for possession
of marijuana in court cases.
"It isn't only present at our University, it's also a problem with
juveniles in the city."
According to Richard Gullufsen.
police information officer, there
have been cases on campus dealing
with marijuana
"We have caught people smoking
marijuana on campus "
During the I997-I998 school
year, there were 19 marijuana
offenses, while 15 took place in '98'99.
There are three measures thai the
University may take against marijuana offenders. Offenders may be
subject to arrest, citation or sent to
within the city.
"Compared to other cities, mari- judicial affairs.
Gullufsen said lhal the main reajuana use is probably higher lot B
son the University cracks down on
cits our size." Marsh said.
Marsh said he has represented marijuana users is because they are

pid, but if you're just smoking one
night a week with your friends, what
is lhal harming?"
Weaver believes thai marijuana
would be beneficial lo Bowling
Green in some ways.
"Government could control it and
regulate il lo make a profit This
would be a perfect place to grow it."
Not everyone thinks, however,
that the legalization of marijuana
would not be a problem.
"I don'l see any point in promoting anything that changes the way a
person acts or behaves." sard
Michael March, city attorney.
Marijuana use is something that
goes on both at the University and

usually disruptive to other students
"When you start smoking marijuana, you have a tendency to make
a lot of noise, cause vandalism and
spread insults. This interferes with
the rights of other students, which is
something we will pursue." Gullufsen said.
•
According to Gullufsen. marijuana smoking is not considered a criminal offense, but rather a civil
offense.
"It is a minor misdemeanor, one
that would only be cited in court."
Gullufsen said.
While there is debate over
whether or not legalization of marijuana would be a good idea, there is
no doubt lhal it won't happen in
Bowling Green,
"It'll never happen." Gullufsen
said.

mmHmmmmmwmmmmmBi ca rammrorerecaraiarai uu «a carom

BECKLEY
CARDY
-ft GROUP*

Continued from page 1.
believe."
Hradek. founder ol the University's chess club, said money and
scholarships are l>eing spent on the
football team that should be spent
on academically- oriented student
organizations, and that this situation should be remedied
Liz Lavelle. sophomore political science and pie law major and
newly elected off-campus representative, sard she wants to gel students more invoked in USG.
"I believe that many of the slu
dents at the University have good
ideas for improvement on our
campus. yel are afraid their voices
won't be heard, and I want to
change that." Lavelle said
Blasdcl also said he wants lo
get students more involved in
USG.
"I'd like to be a bridge for students, to take them to meetings
and voice their concerns." Hl.i-.dcl
said. "I'd also like to publish
teacher evaluations. If people
knew what to expect from classes,
it would be a lot easier to pick and
choose them."

Childeis agreed that publicizing
teacher evaluations is important
"I think we should publish
teacher evaluations, and I'd also
like to establish good relationships
between USG and the administra
mm and faculty members."
Childers said
Drake said he would like to
provide more off-campus services
for students
"I'd like 10 see an off-campus
bus route, and an off-campus food
charge is a great thing that we
should already have." Drake said.
Drake also >uid he wants to
help USG build a better image on
campus
t
"Right now. when you talk
about USG, some people say oh.
what a bunch of screw-ups.'"
Drake sard. "USG shouldn't be
Viewed this wa> Id like lv help it
build a belter image."
Next year's USG representations will be sworn in at the USG
meeting April 17.

listen up class of 2000!

there are 1,000 things you didn't even know you had

before graduation

ggraduation countdown
Class Of 2000 network
graduation announcements
online gift registry
real world guide
careers
and a whole lot more

bgsu.eGrad2000.com
Irom your friends at

THE
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Looking for a Summer Job in Mansfield?
Beckley Cardy Group has been in Mansfield, Ohio for 35 years. Each summer we
hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution center.
We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet lots of new
friends, multiple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages.
We still have positions available. So, if you are looking for the opportunity to earn
some real money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an
application. We are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further
information call us at 419-589-1496 or 800-305-0174, extension 1496.

enter to win a trip lor 10 to
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Dan Nied reviews
MLB 2001 and breaks
down the intricacies
of the virtual baseball
season.

New albums from
No Doubt, Travis and
Pimpadelic are all
reviewed.
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Summer
concerts are
place to be
As the summer months draw
nearer. I can't help but smile about
the wonderful things the season will
bring: baseball, barbecues, old
friends and concerts. Good concerts. Good concerts are the staple
of any fun summer and it isn't too
hard to find a fun summer concert.
A summer concert in its truest
form must be held outside. Being
outdoors, sharing a few laughs, sharing a few brews and listening to live
music are all ingredients that make
life so much more enjoyable.
Knowing that school and work are
so far removed from your good time
makes it that much better.
There is only one setback for outdoor summer concerts around NW
Ohio: there aren't any. With the
exception of Toledo's "Party in the
Park." which brings in the best
bands of the 70s and 80s that are still
living for free, you must hike it to
Columbus. Cleveland. Detroit or
Cincinnati to catch a show.
Although the drive might be
long, it's well worth the journey.
There are certain things many
fans take for granted when attending
an outdoor show. The freedom to
move around the facility tops the
list. When sitting on the lawn
behind the assigned seats, many fans
can be just the slightest bit annoying. I'm not pointing any fingers,
but the 15-year-old tube-top-wearing, louder-scream-than-the-band
girls are just too much. When you
must decide on drinking your $7
beer or pouring it over someone's
head, it's time to move somewhere
else. With a lawn seat, you can
Buying a lawn seal can be so
much easier and can provide such a
better concert experience. At most,
indoor concert seats cost the same
price. A nose-bleed upper-deck seat
will cost the same $30. at least one
that's front and center. Outside, a
lawn seat is usually considerably
less than a seat underneath the pavilion. Also, many outdoor venues
have huge screens, so those who've
sucked down too much can watch
the concert from the ground.
Outdoor shows have many other
advantages Many places allow you
to bring in lawn chairs, blankets and
coolers.
Taking care of those
munchies with store-bought food
can save you a lot of dough. Also,
some amphitheaters have walkingtrails around the facility. These are
perfect for sneaking some swigs
from the flask you weren't allowed
to bring through the front gates.
Finally, outdoor summer concerts
prove that it's OK to go home without bruises. With no real mosh pit at
most outdoor venues, it's easy to sit
back, relax, dance and do what you
came to the show for: to listen to the
Mike Tullle commonly sets confused
with his alter ego Brian Titttle. although
they have no relation and are two totally
different people. Roth like concerts however, vow can e-mail MIKE with upcoming shows or comments at Tullle @
hgnet.bgsu.edu.

Bush, Moby put on great show
JAMES I I OKI I)
and
LISA BETTINGER
ENTERTAINMENT WRITERS

We waited, and waited and then
we wailed some more.
And then we found out They
Might Be Giants were coming, and
then we found out they weren't.
So then we once again waited for
a well-known band to come to campus.
Well, on Tuesday the wait was
finally over as Bush and Moby
graced the stage at Anderson Arena,
and it actually was well worth the
wait.
After waiting a bit longer (the
concert started about 10 minutes
late), the lights went down and
Moby's eerie ambient song. "My
Weakness" played over the speakers
as he and his band slowly came onto
stage.
With no introduction, the band

Photo Provided
BODYROCKIN— Moby electrified the audience of Anderson
Arena Tuesday night with his
intense energy.

launched into "Machete." a very
loud, almost industrial-like song that
somehow sounded even more
aggressive and amazing live. Its
tone was matched by Moby, who
throughout his entire performance
never seemed to stand still for more
than a second. Who knows what it is
about him, maybe it's the Vegan
diet, but that man has more energy
when he's on stage than a 5-year-old
hopped up on pixie stix.
The insane amount of energy was
most evident for his ass-kicking rendition of the James Bond theme,
which Moby introduced by saying,
'This was a song in a really bad
movie, but it was a lot of fun to do."
He obviously has a lot of fun performing it too. as he leaped around
like a madman on stage, stopping
only to pose on the floor speakers
and perform solos that would make
any 80s-rock eod proud.
Moby seemed to be having fun
throughout the concert as he covered
bits and pieces of Devo, Crosby.
Stills, Nash & Young, and even
some Led Zeppelin. The latter came
before he played the best song of the
night, the amazing rap-techno
hybrid. "Bodyrock." saying that the
song was supposed to be based on a
sample of "Whole Lotta Love" but
wasn't because of a threat of getting
sued.
Zeppelin or not, the song rocked.
At the end of his set, Moby said
he would perform "the big hit"
which, strangely enough, was an
acappela cover of Burt Bacharach's
"Close To You." After that oddity, he
kicked into overdrive with the
insane, ear-blasting, convulsioninducing, "Thousand." which is the
fastest song in the world.
Once Moby had properly warmed
the crowd up. they had to wait again
for about 45 minutes before Bush
took the stage. It was worth the wait,
however, as they ripped into an
amazing rock show.
Bush made fans happy as they

Photo Provided
BUSHED— After much anticipation alterna-rockers Bush took the stage and rocked ;< crowded
Anderson Arena Tuesday night. The performance was part of MTV's Campus Invasion Tour.
mainly performed their hit songs looked like he was going to get tor so far. Just how sincere thai was,
like "Everything Zen," and "Greedy crushed. Needless to say. Rossdalc who knows.
Perhaps one of the best pan~ oi
Fly." Along with the hits, Bush must be a security guard's nightplayed a nice balance of new mater- mare.
the show was ihe encore After severThis performance was even better al minutes of screaming, stomping
ial from The Science of Things.
including "Warm Machine," "Dead than the group's last area perfor- and chair drumming (with Moby-like
Meat" and "The Disease of the mance in Detroit at "The Night 89X techniques) it began. The encore
Stole Christmas" show in December. started oil with the hit "Glycerine."
Dancing Cats."
Gavin Rossdalc had Anderson The set list was about the same but That was followed by the crowd serArena in his hands and he knew it. this performance was so much more enading Nigel 1'ulsloid tor his birthHe stood on the stage like a supreme intense. Rossdalc seemed to have a day. To close the nighl. Bush amazdeity. He literally went out and made much belter dialogue with the audi- ingly covered of the Doors's "Break
contact with the crowd, not once but ence here than in Detroit. He would on Through (To the Other Side) "
twice, as he left the security of the comment on how the band had heard
Despite the last-minute seat
stage to be closer to the fans. On the about the devoted fans who stood in
second trip out it looked like he line for tickets. Along with showing changes, long ticket lines and all the
might not make it back as hordes of their appreciation, he also told the rumors and speculation, Ihe show
screaming female fans tried to get crowd that they would return, was worth the wait. And it proved
their hands on his shirtless body. If adding that Bowling Green was the that a major concert can lake place in
he was not going to be violated it best audience that they had played Bowling Green.

Stage managers devote much time, effort to theater performance
frustrating sometimes, when you put
a lot of effort and time into a production." said Yifat Russ, stage
As theatergoers attend this week- manager of "Romeo & Juliet." "But
end's performances of "Romeo & it doesn't matter - if you love theJuliet" at the Eva Marie Saint The- ater, recognition isn't that imporatre, they will appreciate the work tant."
From her perch in the booth
and effort put into the show by its
cast and director - the pans of the above the balcony of the theatre,
surveys the entire production
performance they can sec in front of Russ
and makes sure all the assigned cues
them. But there is another level of happen when they're supposed to.
work in theater that they rarely - if
"The most difficult part is the
ever - see.
very end of the show - all these cues
They are the stage managers who have to come in a certain timing
coordinate everyone from a barely- with ihe actors and the music," Russ
lit booth at ihe back of the theatre. said.
They are the light and sound operaShe is not alone in her work. A
tors who control what the audience large crew of technicians oversee
can sec and hear - and what they every aspect of production, such as
can't. They are costume designers, assistant stage managers Jen Clare
prop crew, makeup artists and set & Andrew J. Gubon (who also perbuilders. And if they do their job forms in the show) backstage, light
well, people don'i notice them at all. board operators Robert Engel (in the
They are the production staff. booth with Russ) and Scott Latham
And they arc among the most impor- (backstage), sound board operator
tant people in making the show run. Amanda Lipscomb and prop crew
"(The lack of recognition) can be head Rachel Ferrari, among many

JEFF MCGINNIS

ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

others.
As the show begins, the crew
takes their places backstage and to
the batk of the theater. Hunched
over their electrical boards or standing near dim ultraviolet lights, they
keep a close eye on the performance,
so they can deal with any problems
that may occur. They stay in constant contact with each other over a
radio headset, conversing practically
non-stop during the show and
through numerous set changes and
lighting cues.
"We have approximately 110
lighting cues and around 35-45
sound cues. That's around 150 cues,
overall," Russ said. "If a tiny thing is
messed up backstage, it can mess up
a ton of things on-stage."
As the show ends, the cast retakes the stage to soak in the
applause from the audience. There is
no curtain call for the crew. In fact,
they're still at work, making sure the
lights come up and the music plays
just right. Only when ihe audience
has left and the theater has been

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
WHEREFORE—Julio Alberto Sepulvada and Chris Callahan perform with the help of the stage crew.
cleaned docs their work finish.
done." she said. "We love the theBut Russ said H doesn't mailer aler, we don't love ihe spotlight."
"For us, recognition is a job well

Wanna be a VJ is pointless
This is the true story of one
reporter picked by The BG News lo
go to MTV's Interactive Village and
audition to be a VJ to find out what
happens when people stop being real
and start being fake in order to land
Ihe ultimate "dream job."
I wasn't sure if 1 actually wanted
to audition lo be a MTV VJ. I have a
history with MTV and it isn't pretty.
Last year at this time I traveled to
Chicago for the "Wanna Be a VJ
Too" contest. I stood in line all day
in the cold, windy city waiting for
my audition. I got there early in the
morning and didn't get to actually
audition until the end of the day.
Waiting in line all day made me
begin to resent MTV. When I finally
auditioned. I was cold and tired and
basically blew the audition. Needless lo say. I did not leave Chicago
in a good mood and blamed it all on
MTV.
When (he opportunity came to
audition again this year at the Campus Invasion Tour. I decided it
would be a good opportunity to
redeem myself. This would be my
chance to prove to MTV that I am
VJ materiJ

Fearing anoihcr long line,
arrived at Ihe Interactive Village
before it was set to begin at noon.
There wasn't a line, so I didn't have
lo worry about missing my I p.m.
class
Everyone who auditioned to be a
VJ had lo fill out a form. The form
asked important questions such as.
"what is your favorite CD?" and
"what is your favorite show on
MTV?" The form I filled out for last
years audition was much longer and
more extensive.
This year's audition was different
than last year's as well. In Chicago,

the lighting was better and I got to
go through hair and makeup before
the audition. I also got to talk about
myself on camera and read from a
cue card. This year. I just plumped
down in front of the camera and
answered questions.
And then it was over. I don't
think I made much of an impression
on MTV. In fact. I'd even say that
this week's audition went even
worse than the previous one.
I wasn't too upset, though. I don't
really think that the VJ auditions at
the Interactive Village were real. I
wouldn't be surprised if MTV wasn't even recording the auditions. It
was just another activity for students
to be a part of "the MTV expedience."
Maybe I'm just not VJ material
and my claiming that the VJ auditions are fake is my way of dealing
with this harsh reality. Then again,
there's always next year.
Kevin Aeh has accepted his VJ
failures in stride and has decided lo
pursue a career in monkey torture.
You can e-mail him comments or
monkey photo! at kaehl2IJ@aol.com

MLB 2001 great if time permits
DAN NIED
SPORTS EDITOR

How can you argue with a gi'ne
that comes out at the end of March
and actually has Ken Griffey Jr. on the
Reds?
It seems that that chaps at 989
worked overtime updating rosters and
creating lifelike stadiums in MLB
2001. From Comerica Park's giant
scoreboard to Jetf Bagwell's diarrhea
inspired batting stance, MLB 2001
fills the void for a realistic baseball
game.
Play a full season, if you have six
months to do it. Play half a season, if
you have three months to do it. Play a
25 game season if you want inflated
batting averages and a pitiful amount
of homcruns and RBIs. But that's the
beauty of the game. If you play a full
season your slats will be real. There
won't be any 100|iome run seasons
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by Juan Gonzalez, and Tony Gwynn
won't hil .800. If you want ridiculous
simulation, this may not be the game
for you.
Spring training mode allows you
to create your own player and see il
he can make the big league club. It's
not as easy as it sounds, as you are
only allowed seven skill points to
make your player belter. Once
again...realistic.
But. alas, sometimes realistic will
bile a video game in the ass. The realistic pace at which ihe game moves
along dictates thai it be played without any haste or future commitments.
And the homerun derby doesn't allow
you lo gel into any rhythm and often
produces foul balls, which fall on
hard times as out*.
Final thought: Impressive game
play make this title worth your
money.if you don't have a job or any
olher commitment |

GWYNN BATS
_ Virtua
Gwynn hits a virtual dinger.
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No Doubt:
Return of
Saturn
2000 irama. humcopt Records
ll has been a long wail for No
Doubt fans. However, those fans
may be surprised to hear what the
band has come up with on Return to

Saturn.
"Ex-Girlfriend." the first single
off the album, still maintains some
ot the ska that was present on Tragic Kingdom. Whether or not this is
the follow-up to ""Don't Speak" is
something to ponder. Could Gwen
Stefani be talking about her relationship with Bush's Gavin Rossdale?
Who knows.
Another familiar faee is the song
"New," which was featured on the
soundtrack to the movie. "Go." Like
"Ex-Girlfriend,"" it still sounds like
something that could have come
from their earlier releases. "'Six Feet
Under," also has the ska sound that
the band is known for.
While some of the old No Doubt
sound is on here, the band has grown
beyond ska. "Simple Kind of Life"
sounds like straight-forward rock.
The band has experienced a fair deal
01
change
since
Tragic
Kingdom.Thls time around No
Doubt worked with Glen Ballard.
the same man who has worked with

Alanis Morisctte.
The track "'Marry Me'" dabbles
slightly with reggae. Overall the
band, bassist Tony Kanal. guitarist
Tom Dumont and drummer Adrian
Young, have all become much better
players. For her part. Stefani has
also done a fair share of maturing.
There is less of that high pitched
Blondie-esque squeaking in her
voice.
There have been whispers all
over the industry that this album,
like the last, is a chronicle of Stefani's relationships. With Tragic
Kingdom, it was Kanal. This time
around it would be Rossdale in the
spotlight. Stefani is dropping some
less than slight hints on this CD.
With one track titled "Marry Me,"
you have to wonder what she is
thinking. We also have the line in
"Simple Kind of Life" which goes.
"And all I needed was a simple
man/So I could be a wife." If you
really read into the lyrics you can
find tons of references to Stefani's
personal life.
Along with looking at her love
life. Stefani seems 'o take a look at
herself with "Magic's in the Makeup." Stefani also examines her life
with Six Feet Under. The only drawback to Return of Saturn is that these
songs hit so close to home. You will
either find references to Gwen and
Gavin or Gwen herself. "New*' is
about the only fun, non-deep song
on the album. This is a far cry from
material like "Just a Girl."
GRADE: B+
-Lisa Bellinger

Did you know...
A goldfish has a
memory span
*f* of three seconds...
^so do most college
10
students.
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Pimpadelic:
Southern
Devils

and Eminem write good songs
where the shock works within the
mechanics of the music.
Say what you will about folks
like Kid Rock, at least he has a sense
of humor about his musical endeavors and say what you will about
lucks like Limp Bizkit at least they
seem convinced about what they
sing. Pimpadelic is neither humorous nor has any convictions about
their material. They're simply going
through the motions doing what they
can to shock, and in the end flailing
about like a trout out of water
GRADK: D-

■Erik Pepple

album of the year b\ several British
publications for 1999 As with most
European albums as of late, the I IS
is the last to see it. This album has
been out in the UK since spring of
lasl year. Perhaps as a conciliation to
US fans who have already bought it
as an import, the band has added two
"hidden" tracks on the American
release.
Travis can best be described as a
mix of Oasis with a touch of Radio
head. The band even dabbles, albeit
slightly, with the Fab lour. "Luv."
seems to have a similar sound to The
Beatles' "Across the Universe "
Singer Fran Mealy sounds like a
happy Thorn Yorke. This is very evident on "The last laugh of the
Laughter" and "Driftwood." The
band also has us moments when- n
steals Irom Oasis, which is a switch.
"Wailing to Reach You" starts oul
like something from (What's the
Story) Morning Glory.
"Turn"
sounds like The Verve. While they
ma) sound like some of their peers.
Travis has a detinue sound all their
own

With song titles like "T*ts (Will
be Alright)" and topics like how fun
rape can be. Pimpadelic ii indeed
dragging along the very bottom of
the keg of cheapie Lone Star beer
they are shown to imbibe in the liner
notes.
I guess, begrudgingly. there's
something to be said for their chutzpah. However, chutzpah can only
go so far. Pimpadelic is more concerned with shocking their audience
than actually constructing good
songs.
The difference between
Pimapdehc and the raunch of folks
like Eminem and Dr. Dre is that Drc

would do and is a fitting choice for
the

lust

single

Like the entire

album, it is well written

The song

has definite emotion This is the perfecl song to listen to when things arcgoing wrong. While it captures this,
it is extremely light and almost

poppy
"Slide Show" takes its place as
(he best ballad on the album Again,
il is the kind of song and style that
their peers might not take on. The
band even has references to Beck,
Oasis and Manic Street Preachers in
ihe lyrics.
What Travis has managed to do is
take music back to its simple roots.
There are no samples, no electronic
beeps. It's just lour gu>s playing
their instruments

This is one of the

best things to come out of England
this year.
GRADE: A
Lisa Hemnger

Friday. April 14

2000-Tommy Boy Records
If Kid Rock is straight out of the
trailer, than Pimpadelic is straight
out of the dirt, beneath the rocks,
under Kid .Rock's trailer.
The latest chowderheads in the
rap-metal hit brigade. Pimpadelic.
pride themselves on trying to top the
worst stage antics of punk shockmeister G.G. Allin (this is. after all.
a band best known for shoving a biscuit up a female audience member's
hind regions and eating it. swell
guys you can take home to mom. for
sure) all the while pounding out the
same flatter than Nebraska beats of
Limp Bizkit.

"Why Docs It Always Rain On Me"
sounds like nothing that anyone else

* Club Fnday music Ike Stubbk-teM & H, Not Was
Smoky, sassy jazz (6 30-9 30 » H )
* FREE tour A Celebration of Dogs (6 45 P.M.)
* FREE live theatre North Coast Theatre ( 7 8 8» M I
More Mystery in the Cloister
* FREE Special Lecture Or lanssa Bonfante
(7 30>M|
Nudity as a Costume in Etruscan Art
* FREE concert Praecepta (7 30 r-.M.)
Bowling Green Student Composers

Travis: The
Man Who

419255 8000

Open ewy Friday, 6-1C»w
2445 Monroe Street Toledo.

OH

43620
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Jim Epic Records

Yeltowstone * Badtands

Things are not looking loo good
for the UK music scene. Sales ot
latesl cttort are more pint
sized than giant. Robbie Williams"
ego landed with a resounding thud.
The Verve have broken up for the
last time. We are still waiting for
Prodigy and Radiohead to finish up
their new efforts. Things have gotten
so bad. the Spice Girls were given a
lifetime achievement by the Brit
Awards, the British equivalent of the
Grammy Awards
Enter Travis, who came to the US
with the title of Britain's Favorite
Band They have already landed the
opening slot on Oasis' North American tour. This album was named
O.ISIS'

NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE • GHOST TOWNS •
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES • DEVIL'S TOWER WILD
HORSES • INDIAN BATTLEFIELDS • TRAIL RIDES •
NAT! PARKS. FORESTS & M0N.« RAFTING •
GOLD PANNING • LIVE RODEO
CAMPING ADVF.NTUPE: WE PROVIDE YOUR CAMPING
EQUIP. TRANSPORTATION. CAMPGRD FEES. PARK FEES
AND A SLEW OF ACTIVITIES

TOLL FREE 1-800-253-2067

airat3aro«m»tmm»tmaMmmmmg»t»t3aiKiirattmtgtmm«»ra
Load Up On Success at
Apply now for the 2001
graduating class of our
full-time MBA program

/^
Ground
Now Hiring for
Part-Time Positions

Capital University's MBA will enhance your credibility and
business savvy. Qualified candidates accepted into our fulltime day program graduate in only 12 months! And, Capital's
MBA degree qualifies graduates for the new CPA 150 semester
hour licensing requirements.

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
TODAY 10-4
at Career Services

MBA

with credibility

WALK-INS WELCOME
372-2356
Our Full time MBA program offers:
• 12-month, technology-rich curriculum
• 40 credit hours in 3 semesters

FED EX GROUND OFFERS:

(August to July)
• $12,700 flat tuition fee
• Small classes, team learning environment
• Nationally Accredited Program
• Part-time evening program also available

0
%J HOUR
HOi
TO

i 'ii
Contact us with questions:
Phone: 614/236-6162
Toll free: 1-800-395-0088
E-mail: mba@capital.edu
Web: www.capital.edu/gsa
Capital University is an equal opportunity institution.

HOUR

JM

♦ Year-Round Positions
♦ Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Paid Training
♦ Advancement Opportunities
♦ Weekly Pay
♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting At $8.50 - $9.00
♦ $.50 Raise After 90 Days
♦ Great Work-Out

BL

MBA Accredited

Ground

We're easy to find:

RPS

*

1

Fed Ex Ground
Airport Hwy

CD

V
I
BGSU

For more information
call 800-582-3577
or apply online at
www.bgnews.com
>
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Koolball

MAC
stands in
women's
way
DOROTHY WRONA
SPORTS WRITER

With first place in (he MAC tournament possibly at stake, the
women's tennis team heads into this
weekend with matches against
Northern Illinois and Western
Michigan. Falcon victories over
these teams could put them at the top
of the MAC standings.
With one weekend left in regular
-c.ison play, head coach Penny Dean
said that these matches are important lor the Falcons in preparation
for the MAC tournament in two
weeks.
"1 think we have to be ready for
both matches." Dean said. "It's the
second-to-last weekend of regular
~c.is.ui matches."
The NIU Huskies stand at 2-10'
overall and 1-4 in the MAC. The
Falcons won last year's meeting 5-2
but pulled out wins in two and three
set matches for the win.
The Huskies lack depth on their
young roster, but Dean knows they
can not be underestimated. Last season. Tracy Mowitt lost at the number

SPRING STAMPEDE
Spring practice concludes with scrimmage
DAN NIED
SPORTS EDITOR

This spring. BG football coach
Gary Blackney has spoken up in
practice. He's had no problem
speaking his mind in an attempt to
get his players motivated.
Tomorrow, he'll see how that
hands-on approach works.
At I p.m.. the Falcons will split
up into offense and defense, hit
each other senseless and see who
is standing at the end.
The Falcons will finish spring
piactice with the annual Brown
and Orange scrimmage. The quarterbacks will not be live, but
everything else will. It is BG's

best chance to see where they
stand going into fall practice in
August, and the Sept. 2 opener at
Michigan.
The key for Blackney and the
Falcons is execution. In the end it
really won't matter who makes the
hardest hits, but whether or not
they are in the right place when
they make the hit.
"I would like to see a well organized outfit." Blackney said. "We
need to know where we need to be
and when we need to be there."
The coaching staff will also
worry about communication.
Monday was the first time they set
up contact with the pressbox. a
process essential to effective play

Eric Gilbo. who was expected
to compete with Dennis Wendel
for the vacant right tackle spot,
still cannot take part in full drills
after off-season knee surgery. In
an odd twist of fate. Wendel went
down with a broken hand the second week of practice. Neither will
play tomorrow.
Receiver Aaron Alexander,
who will be forced to fill in for the
departed Robert Redd, was out
Monday with an undisclosed
injury. It is not known if he will
play tomorrow.
But. injuries aside, the Falcon
offense is deep at the skill posi-

calling and coaching.
"I'd like to see the communication smoothed out for the game."
Blackney said.
Contrasting the last iwo seasons, this year the strong point of
spring practice is the defense.
Monday, the defense forced quarterback Andy Sahm to hurry several times, and jarred a ball loose
with a big hit on sure-handed
receiver Kurt Gerling.
Blackney said that with nine
returning starters, he is looking for
the defense to be a force.
On the other side of the ball,
the offense is working out some
kinks in execution and has been
bit by the injury bug.

• See STAMPEDE, page 11.

MX spot.

"If we go in there and play like
we know how to play, we should
beat them." Dean said. "They're not
as strong down the line as we are."
Like BGSU. Northern Illinois has
windy weather. Head coach Penny
Dean hopes that the Falcons can'use
the wind to their advantage.
"We know we're good in the
wind." Dean said.
If BGSU beats NIU and Western
loses their match on Friday, the Falcons could end up playing Western
for the MAC regular season crown
on Saturday.
Saturday the Falcons will head to
Kalamazoo for what could be their
toughest conference match.
Defending MAC tournament
champion Western Michigan is coming off a 5-4 upset of I5th-rankcd
Marquetle The Broncos sport a 3-1
MAC record and are 10-6 overall.
Last season they defeated the Falcons 5-2. This season the Falcons
hope to avenge that loss on the road.
Western's roster consists of three
seniors, four sophomores and one
freshman. They play well at every
position. Dean is expecting a battle,
but thinks the Falcons have a chance
if they play well.
"If we're in that zone at the top of
our game, we can beat them." Dean
said.
The Falcons will travel to
DeKalb. III., to play Northern Illinois .it I p.m. Tomorrow they will
head north to Kalamazoo to lake on
Western Michigan at 1 p.m.

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/The BG News

GO LONG— BG quarterback Andy Sahm will be ready to throw the long ball when the football team plays its annual Brown
and orange scrimmage tomorrow at 1 p.m.

Gridders touched by Dance Marathon kids
the dancers and moralers. Sahm
expressed that Dance Marathon is
one of the best programs around.

ASHLEY CHRISTIAN LANCSTON
GUEST WRITER

With the advent of spring practice, the Bowling Green State
University football players took
time out for the kids. Senior Ryan
Diepenbrock. junior Godfrey
Lewis and sophomore Andy Sahm
(among other Falcon football
players) look forward to this season, but this time they were
focused on winning for the families of the Children's Miracle Network. Although they did not
spend 32 hours on their feet, they
left their hearts and minds with

"Actually, I had the opportunity to dance 32 hours for a local
hospital in Indianapolis my senior
year of high school." Sahm said.
He. Diepenbrock and Lew is all
agreed that if they did not have a
conflict with spring football practice, they would definitely participate in the event from beginning
to end.
Besides being student athletes,
these men have become mentors.
They feel that children are the
foundation for the future. Diepen-

brock. for example, helps mentor
a special needs student at Findlay
High School. Diepenbrock and
Lewis also help with the Special
Olympics here in Ohio during the
summer. They all believe that
Dance Marathon is a perfect representation of how we can make a
difference in someone's life.
"Being an athlete, people look
up to us as heroes, it is our responsibility to be heroes to those kids,
and those kids arc heroes to us."
Diepenbrock said.
Lewis mentioned how he was
impressed with how everyone
united for the children.

"This is a wonderful chance for
students to gel together for a common cause ... the kids." he said.
The Falcon football players
were touched by one of the miracle kids in particular. Adam. Seeing Adam's smile made their day.
They played football with him. his
brother Andrew and the other miracle kids. They also met with
some of the parents, so that they
could learn more about the miracle kids.
There is only one goal of
Dance Marathon and the BGSU
football team knows: It's for the
kids.

Rugby

Ruggers recover by thrashing Illini
JOE FINNELL
01 EST WRITER
BG rugby losing streaks are like
blue moons
After dropping two matches to
Big Ten opponent Indiana last week,
the Falcon ruggers stormed back to
lay the big hurt on Illinois and
Northwestern. BG's rookies also
edged Findlay I2-I0.
"We were home, the wind was
howling and it was freezing cold."
said BG vice captain Reed l.uecke.
"It was our kind of rugby day. Illi-

nois would have been better off staying home and saving the eight hour
trip it took to get here."
Home field, the wind and the
cold may have been factors, but it
was the Bowling Green backfield
that ultimately pounded the Illini
into submission 31 =7. The bigger
but slower Illini. playing BG for the
first time in 16 years, got a lesson in
the lightning-like offense that has
been the hallmark of Falcon teams
since their last meeting.
Fight man Mike Hot?, opened the
scoring with a try alter he cruised

through a half dozen uninspired arm
tackles on his way to the goal line.
Another try by center Scott Mullins.
followed by a try and conversion by
the Illini made the half-time score
I0-7.
"This place (BG) is death for visiting teams." said Illinois coach Ben
Montez. who played for the Illini
during their last visit to Bowling
Green. "You kick a ball into that
wind and you end up with negative
yardage. Damnedest thing I've ever
seen."
Wing Tim Rieger stunned Illinois

by taking the opening kickoff and
sprinting 75 yards for a try with the
second half just ten seconds old. It
would be the first of 21 unanswered
points for the Falcons.
Hooker Shawn Sass was set up
for an easy try by center Scott
Mullins. and scrum half Anthony
Lazar punched in a third on a short
burst from the back of a scrum. Fly
half Pete Cromly's three conversion
kicks made the final 31-7.
BG knocked off the second of
two Big Ten opponents with a 15-5
victory over Northwestern Universi-

ty. Scrum half Dusty Sclmire. fullback Joe Finncll and wing Ivan Mericle tallied BG's tries.
The Falcon rookies squeaked by
Findlay I2-I0 on the strength of
tries by wing Travis Lamb and eight
man Tim Laubenshcimer and a conversion kick by Kevin Jackson.
This weekend the Falcons, now
14-5, will go for their 19th straight
defense of the Mid-American Conference club rugby title. To put that
record in perspective. Ronald Reai See RUGGERS, page 11.

Women's talent teaches tournament teams
SPEC1AI To THE BO NEWS

weak side wing. Jen Hornbcrgcr. Liz
Pierce and fly half Joz DcSantis.

Fighting the cold and the rain, the
BGSU women's rugby football club
took their talents south last weekend
to show their opponents how the
game is really played, at the Ohio
Classic Tournament in Columbus.

While the temperature continued
to drop the team morale was on the
rise. They took on Central Michigan
University for the second game of
the afternoon. Losing to CMU earlier in the season, the Falcons were on
the prowl for revenge.
Following a tough match, the
ladies suffered their only loss of the
tournament. 15-0.

The team faced four opponents
throughout the duration of the tournament. Their first game against
Western Illinois University resulted
in a win with a score of 47-0. Leading the Falcons in scoring were

Sunday's games matched the
team up against Ball State. 27-0. and

\

Southern Illinois University. 22-0.
The ladies went home. 3-1.
The Women's B-side team lost a
tough match to Holy Cross in their
first game, but came back to win
against Oberlin College in the next
round, 5-0. After Kenyon forfeited
on Sunday, they ended up with a 2-1
record for the tournament.
April 15-16. the BGSU women
and men's teams will be hosting the
MAC tournament. The festivities
begin Saturday and will continue
through the remainder of the weekend.

Hiatus
does
golf team
good
DAN NIED
SPORTS EDITOR

A little rest can go a long way.
That is what Falcon men's goll
coach Garry Winger had in mind
when he made up this season's
schedule.
After the first three tournaments
of the year. Winger scheduled a
three week hiatus so his team could
iron out some wrinkles
This weekend he will see if his
strategy worked as the Falcons travel to Yorktown. Ind.. to compete in
the Ball State Invitational.
"Last year we had five tournaments in five weeks and I thought
that was a little too much." Winger
said. "This year I tried to spread the
schedule out a little bit so we can
take some time to work on what we
need to."
What the team needs to work on
is a combination of consistency and
improvement in the short game.
"It's pretty much the same thing
for everybody." Winger said. "It's
basically hitting the ball on the fairway, hitting the ball longer, improving the short game. That's the game
right there. We've had the time to do
it."
The team will be led into action
this weekend by junior Jon Smarrelli. who has led BG in the last two
tournaments.
Absent from this weekend's lineup is senior Dave Kotsos. who led
the team in the first invitational of
the season. However, in the last two
eonrpetitions he has struggled, finishing last on the team in each.
"Dave just hasn't played very
well the last few weeks." Winger
said.
In for Kotsos will be freshman
Andy Miller, who shot a three round
score of 232 at the Silver Springs
Invitational during spring break.
Freshman Adam Balls and
sophomore Brian Gcrkcn will fill
out the lineup for the Falcons.
The Ball State Invitational, while
hosted by a fellow MAC school, will
give BG a look at teams they don't
often see. Teams like Cleveland
State. Evansville and Wright State
will compete.
"I'm not sure what to expect."
Winger said. "It's a nice course, it.
will be a good test for us and.give us '
a chance to prepare for next weekend."
Next weekend the Falcons travel
to Akron to compete in the Firestone.
Invitational. From there they will,
close out their season with the MAC
championships in Westerville starting May 4.

Women
The women's golf team will look;
to build upon last weekend's second
place finish in the Bronco Invitational when they travel to Champaign. III., for the Illini Spring Classic.
Northern Illinois will be the only
MAC team the Falcons are competing against this weekend.
Last weekend at Western Michigan the Falcons finished just behind
Eastern Michigan and just ahead of
Western Michigan. Freshman Shelly
: Binzel. who has led the Falcons in
every tournament this season,
worked her magic once again by finishing eighth with an 18 hole score

of 79.

J.D.Pooley
HELP— Prop
Trey
Donze
looks for a little help after
gaining short
yardage.

The tournament was planned for
two rounds, but was shortened to 18
holes due to inclement weather.
Senior Shannon Sharp finished
12th with a score of 81, Senior
Missy Hinds was 15th with an 82.
Freshman Stephanie Elsca was 27th
with an 87. while sophomore Shannon Smith was 35th with an 89.
Senior Kate Kolesnik shot an individual score of 94 while Angel Garrett's 96 rounded out the Falcon
scores.
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AL Gllnct. Sub.
All Timei EDT

NL Glance, Sub.
All Times EDT
East Division

E«l Division
New York
Baltimore
Boston *
Toronlo
Tampa Bay

W

L

4
S

3
4

4
4

500
6
7

.400
300

L

Pet.

2
3
4
7

778
727
600
300

3

Pet
S71

CB

_
_

556
1/2

Florida

Montreal
Philadelphia
Atlanta
New York
Central Division

11/2
2 1/2

Central Division
W
7

Cleveland
Kansas City
Chicago

6

Minnesota
Detroit

3
2

8

St. Louis
Milwaukee
Chicago
Cincinnati
Houston
Pittsburgh

CB

_
_

1 1/2
4 1/2
4 1/2

6

.250

W

L

Seattle

5

_

Anaheim
Texas

5
4

3
4
4

Pet.
625
556
500

1

Oakland

3

6

333

21/2

W
5
5
4
4
3

Pet
.556
556
500

W
7
4

Pet

GB

.778
.500
.455
.444
.444
.375

2 1/2
3
3
3
3 1/2

Pet

GB

American League
I AMI'A BAY DEVIL RAYS— Acquired R1IP Dwighl Gooden from the
Houston Astros (or cash
National League
SAN DDHGO PADRES—Sent LHP Dan Seraiini outright to Las Vegas
oi the PCL Recalled LHP Kevin Walker from Mobile of the Southern

1
2

s
4
4
3

League

HOCKEY

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Signed D Michael Jones
COLLEGE

FELKTIAN—Named Darryl Jacobs men's basketball coach.
INDIANA, PA —Named Eric Bell women's soccer coach
JAMES MADISON—Named Disa A Johnson women's volleyball
coach
LOUISIANA TECH—Announced women's basketball coach Leon
Barmore, who retired one month ago, rejoined the team as coach
NORTH DAKOTA STATE—Named Ryun Godfrey women's track
and field and cross country coach
NORTHERN ILLINOIS—Named Mike Priefer defensive uitenor line

West Division

West Division
CB

N
6
4
5
4
3

Arizona

Los Angeles
San Diego
Colorado

1/2

San Francisco
Friday's Games

667
.571
556
5

.375

1
1
2
21/2

coach

Friday's Games
Texas (Helling 14) at Cleveland (Burba 1-0). 1 05 p.m.
Oakland (Appier 1-1) at Boston (Rose 0-1), 6 0S p.m.
Anaheim (Hill 1-1) at Chicago White Sox (SirWka 1-1), 705 p m
Tampa Bay (Rupe 0-1) at Detroit (Nitkowski 0-2), 705 p m.
Seattle (Moyer 1-1) at Toronto (Wells 1-0), 705 p.m.
Kansas City (Witasick 0-2) at N Y Yankees (Clemens 0-1), 705
Baltimore (Maduro 0-0) at Minnesota (Milton 1-0), 8 05 p m

Florida (A Hernandez 1-1) at Chicago Cubs (Lorraine 1-0), 3 20pm
Cincinnati (Bell 0-0) at Los Angeles (Hershiser 0-0). 4:10 pm
Atlanta (Glavine 1-0) at Milwaukee (Woodard 0-1). 705 pm
Montreal (Hermanson 0-1) at Philadelphia (Brock 0-1), 705 p m
NY Mets (Leiter 1-0) at Pittsburgh (Schmidt 0-2), 7:05 p.m.
St Louis (Ankiel 1-0) at Colorado (Astacio 0-2), 9 05 p m
Houston (Reynolds 1-0) at San Diego (Boehringer 0-1), 10 05 pm
Arizona (Johnson 2-0) at San Francisco (L Hernandez 0-2), 10 35 p.m

Saturday's Games

Saturday's Games

Kansas City at NY Yankees, 105 p.m.
Oakland at Boston, 1 05 p.m.

NY Mets at Pittsburgh, 1 35 p m
Atlanta at Milwaukee, 205 p.m.
Florida at Chicago Cubs, 2 20 p.m.
St Louis at Colorado, 3 05 p m
Arizona at San Francisco, 4 05 p m.
Montreal at Philadelphia, 7 05 p.m.
Cincinnati at Los Angeles, 8.10 p.m.
Houston at San Diego, 10 05 pm
Sunday's Games
Montreal at Philadelphia, 1 35 p m
N Y. Mets at Pittsburgh. 1 35 p.m
Atlanta at Milwaukee, 2 05 p.m.
Florida at Chicago Cubs, 2 20 p m
St Louis at Colorado, 3 05 p.m.
Houston at San Diego. 4 05 p m
Cincinnati at Los Angeles. 4 10 p.m.
Arizona at San Francisco, 8 05 p m

Texas at Cleveland, 1 OS p.m.
Anaheim at Chicago White Sox, 2 05 p m
Seattle at Toronto. 4 05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Detroit, 5 05 p m
Baltimore at Minnesota, 7 05 p.m.
Sunday's Games

Tampa Bay at Detroit, 1 05 p.m.
Texas at Cleveland, 1 05 p m
Seattle at Toronto, 105 p.m.

Kansas City at N Y Yankees. 105 p.m
Oakland at Boston, 1 05 p m
Baltimore at Minnesota. 2.05 p.m.
Anaheim at Chicago White Sox 2 05 p m

iVo«» fcSE U.r£

Thursday's Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL

PI WSYLVANIA—Named Michael Schnur swimming coach
ROBERT MORRIS—Named Danny Nee men's basketball coach
STON EH ILL—Named Scott Harlow hockey coach
TUSCULUM—Named Suzanne McBnde women's basketball coach

Cfeg??

Indiana prep player signs with Wright State
DAYTON — Wright State University has signed
6-foot-9 center Ross McGregor from Fort Wayne
(Ind.) Northside High School, the school
announced Thursday.
McGregor averaged 14.3 points and 10.6
rebounds last year.
Wright State already has a former teammate of
McGregor's at Northside, Vernard Hollins.
McGregor is the Raiders' third signing, joining 66 Braden Bushman from Gas City, Ind., and 6-6
Michael Doles from Richmond, Va., both of whom
signed with Wright State last fall.

Yankees put Pettitte on 15 day 1)1.
NEW YORK — Andy Pemtie. who struggled in his
first start of the season for the New York Yankees, was
placed on the 15-day disabled list Thursday because of a
strained muscle on the left side of his back.
The move was made retroactive to April 8. a day after
he lasted only five innings and allowed five runs in a
loss at Seattle
Reliever Darrell Einertson was recalled from TripleA Columbus.
Pettitte originally hurt himself March 18 while trying
to avoid David Justice's flying bat in a spring training
game against Cleveland. Pettitte felt pain in the game at
Seattle and during an in-between workout session.
Einertson was 1-0 with a 0.00 ERA in two games
covering 3 2-3 innings for Columbus of the International League. He pitched nine times in spring
training, going 1-1 with a 5.14 ERA.
Cubs Win! Cubs Win:
CHICAGO — Pinch-hitter Jose Nieves slapped a
game-winning single to right with two outs in the ninth
and the Chicago Cubs capped a three-game sweep of the
Atlanta Braves with a 3-2 win Thursday.
Shane Andrews was hit by a pitch from Mike Remlinger (0-1) to start the bottom of the ninth and moved to
second on Jeff Reed's sacrifice.
Damon Buford struck out but Nieves hit the first
pitch between first and second
Mark Guthrie (2-1). who worked a perfect 1 2-3
innings of relief, got the victory on a day that started as
a pitching duel between Greg Maddux and Kevin
Tapani.
Ricky Gutierrez hit his second homer to lie the game
at 2 in the sixth off Maddux.
Maddux worked seven innings, giving up five hits
and two runs with no walks and six strikeouts.

RUGGERS
Continued from page 10.
gan was in his first year of the presidency the last time another MAC
team owned the title.
"It would be impossible to list all
the guys that played a significant
roll in this streak." said BG coach
Roger Mazzarella. "It's taken a lot
of dedicated athletes and hard work
to keep this thing going." added
Mazzarella. who captained the 1982
squad that started the championship
run.
"The most memorable was the
one that almost didn't get played.
The 1987 event was played in six

inches of wind-whipped snow with
orange paint marking the field
boundaries. It was like watching a
slow-motion sports highlights
show." he said.
Bowling Green will open its title
defense on Saturday at 11 a.m.
against Weslern Michigan at the
College Park rugby field. They will
then play Marshall at 2 p.m. Sunday
they face Central Michigan at 10
a.m. and Ohio University at 2 p.m.
There will also be a junior division
and women's division championship.

1
e
e

3

e

Continued from page 10.
lions while the loss of center Doug
Dorley and right tackle Chad
McCarthy have left the offensive
line looking for new heroes.
Sahm will officially begin his
tenure as the top quarterback, while
last year's spring game starter.
Ricky Schneider, will pull backup
duty. Sahm is hoping for a marked

©
improvement in the offense.
"I think the offense is coming
around a little slow right now." he
said. "But we're starting to pick it up
a little bit. We've put a lot of new s
stuff into the system and it has taken e
us a while, but I think we are starting s
to get it down. I am looking for us to ©
execute our plays."
Kickoff is at I p.m. at Doyt Perry
Stadium. The game is free to the e
public.
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Tattoos • Body Piercing • Tobacco Accessories
AND MUCH MORE!
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353-5992 • Store
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New Location in May
l/Ve are moving in the 2nd week ot May
to 143 W WoostetSt.

WEEKLH SALES THRU 5*31*00
Week Ot 4/10

Sweaters - Buy 1 get 2nd 25% oft
Gloves & Mittens Buy 1 get 2nd FREE!

Hats- Buy 1 get 2nd 1/2 off
4/17
4/24
5/1

5/15
5/22
5/29

20% Off Long Sleeved Blouses
15% Off Alt'Candles
15% Off Tapestries & Rugs
Sweaters - Buy 1 get 2nd 25%0ff
10% Off T-Shirts
15% Off Rugs & Tapestries & Beaded Curtains
Free pouch with purchase of glass hand held tobacco pipe of $ 30 or more

Many New items!
We have plenty of Hide a Hole barbells in stock for those of you with tongue piercings going
home to relatives. Also, unique jeweled barbells & cool belly button rings.

Tattoo Shop End of Year Special Naval Piercings $25 now thru 5/6/00
$5.00 off tattoo over $30 thru 5/6/00

All piercing prices have been reduced permanently!
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^fEfcCA

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale \pts. I082 Fairview.
lbdrm. A/C. dishwasher/garbage
disposal. Start at 5^80.
Call 353-5800

^EE^CA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apis. 215 E. Poe.
Studios. 1 bdrm. laundry on site.
Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

^fl^CA

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdrm. A/C. dishwasher/
garbage disposal. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. Starts at $400
Call 353-5800

/flG&CA

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St.,
1 bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts at $400

^fE^CA
Management Inc.
Slop hv out office at 1045 V Main St
forcomplcic liMme or Call 353-5SM.
v. v, ».wcnet.orR/-mecca

BGSU Dining Services presents the

l

LIVING CANVAS
445 E. Wooiter St.
354-5203 • Tattoo

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

5J

Michelle-Wilken-£r Steve- MoentekJulie Hokel £r Vonnie Le*nonAldon-Qilder £r VornCnlc-RaeffelliMeoon-Adamyit Chriy Gorrity
JdlSchwaegerleEr Nick-Ri^ardie2
Jill Windau- £r Jamey DalinMaureen-Joney & Andrew MartinCarly Siebertii Brad-Aetniiegger
.
Amber larayon- c> Joe- Hohjhaate
9
A manda- Cleary & Pat Mone
AprilSmlth/lr Seth-Met%ger
Heather Cooper & Matthew SoraceA manda Terrell £r Ryan- Korth
£
ChrHtVne Stellar & David- foaChristie* Crofton- <& Jeremiah-Bramen- hlilU-Satny£f ChriyMayle
Jeai- Blacklidge-& Brian- Harchar
JeaCca Daager & Randy Bair
Katrina-Schatfr£r TittvHobert
©
Jennie- Vorko- & Jaton- Eddy
Julie- Verynick-£r Ted-Wier^baElaine- Downard <&■ Owen- DunnMCndy Anthony <& Bud- Miller
Julie- Eerguion- £r Jaton- Nicklow
Karen-Hamon-£r Andrew Wheatley
Aileen-GlowackOSr Caiey Meyer
@
g
SherryJohmon-£r
Ben-Bloaer
Ruth-Wilier <&• Geoffery Shaffer
Li/y McKirdey <& Brian- Dougherty
Roberta- Kettunan- £r Jon- Oliver
©
5.
Meghan- Wett & Wally CanonJenny Lamport & Ryan- fowler
A
nnMarieMartin&
EricBrandle
Jeaica- Levy €r Michael Cooper
Luja- Neaman- & Aaron-VonoManJenneUe- Ehrman- £r Jeff TiAnmomElizabethJentleion-£r Brad-Solomon-:©
Shannon-SIickeryon-ErJ.T. Daniel*
2
Jen- Quinter 6r Joel YoungEmily Bright €r MattBrownGillian- Jacob- & Robert Rhoadey
Marcy CrabtreeSr Roland-Gabriel
lHa-frant^fr Mark-William*
A mie Sprague- & Jacob- A ndrewy
Michele- Hlebovy & Greg- Marchino<
Shelley Miller £r Dabid- Humphrey
Sarah Bateton- <& Jared- Vaviy
$
Mandy Kerber <& Ian- Montgomery

Visit Us Before You Leave BG!

••**,"•
••*"••

^vfE^CA

A
2

\^yi Community Easter Buffet
mm
Sf Rvlcjl

Sunday April 23rd, 2000 1 lam until 2pm
at the McDonald Dining Center. (Please use
Towers West entrance off of Thurstin Ave.,
it will be marked by balloons).
Menu
Slow Roasted Prime Rib w/Au Jus
Hand-Carved Country Smoked Ham
Chicken Breast Chablis
Pasta Primavera
Vegetables, Gourmet Salads
Dessert Bar & Beverage
Price
Adults-$10.95 plus tax
BGSU Students - $9.95 with Student ID (meal plansaccepted)
Children ages 3-10 years - $5.95 plus tax
Children under the age of 3 years - FREE
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $9.95
Reservations Required please call: University
Catering at 372-6951 Monday thru Friday 9am-Spm
Parking available in lots J & 3 (off of Thurstin Ave.)
and lots 7 & 8 between Merry & Reed St. off of Thurstin Ave.
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Campus Events

Personals

DANCE MARATHON 2001
Don't miss your chance to be involved in
Dance Marathon 2001! The deadline tor
Director and Assistant Director
Applications has been extended to
Friday. April 14th! Applications must be
turned into the DM office (450 Student
Services) by 5pm on Friday! Thank you
and good luck to
everyone who has applied!
DANCE MARATHON 2001

•"" Delta Sigma Pi •" •
Lil Ann,
You're almost there sweetie!
Best ol luck @ Initiation
You're going to do awesome!!
Love.
Your Big
Brigkj:)
• •" Delta Sigma Pi
Lil' Renee,
You are awesome! Just
one more day and we'll be
brothers. Keep making me proud!
Cher
1
'' Delta Sigma Pi •""

Senior Question »40
"Do I need
a briefcase?"
Get all the answers:
bgsu.eGrad2000 com
SMC • SMC • SMC • SMC ■ SMC
Sales & Marketing Club
AUTO EXPO 2000
April 17th 4 18th by Education Building
SMC - SMC ' SMC " SMC ' SMC

Services Ottered
SBX ' SBX • SBX
Get your personalized graduation
announcements al SBX within 24 hours.
SBX • SBX • SBX

Personals
Are you up tor a challenge?
Join SICSIC, applications available in
405 Saddlemire
Delta Sigma Pi
Little Knsteni
You have been awesome
this semester! You are
going to do a great job
on Saturday! Make me Proud!
Your Big, Sarah

How Mn toe

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Write a BGSU faculty, staff, community
member or fellow student who has
positively impacted your life at BGSU
200 words or less. DEADLINE APRIL 18
Turn in to Mileti Alumni Center.
Call 372-7702 for more information
■WINNER GETS $50!"
Delta Sigma Pi
Ann,
You Rock! Just one
more day and you'll
know who I am!
Your secret
Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi
Renee,
Hey Baby! One day
'til I'm revealed!
Your Super Hot Secret
Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lil' Carrie.
Good luck at Initiation!
I know you'll do a great job, you
always do! You've made me so proud
this semester! RememberKnow The Purpose!
Love Your Big,
Julie
Delta Sigma Pi
James,
Good Luck at Initiation.
Make me Proud!
Your Big, Suzanne

Check Us Out tt
www.homecityice.coin

Great Job

ortunities !!

Hiring Students Part- Time NOW and Full- Time During Summer & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY !!
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.00 - $10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070
Located just minutes from Campus!

We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Lexington. KY
LimaVBucyrus
Cieveiand'AshianaVCanton/Erie
Cincinnati/Kentucky
ManslielO/Asriland

1 -800-933 3575

1-800-894-0529

DaylorVSprmgtiekJ
Detroit
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

1-800-283-5511
1-734-955-9094
1 800-355-2732
1 -800-545-4423
1 800-545-4423

No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school and work
dunng summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility. Start training NOW
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend !

www.homecityice.com
BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•
•
•
•

Near Campus
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Summer Leases

• Clean
• Many Sizes
Join WalkAmtnca and he .1 hero tor
babies, Call your local March "I l>imc%
nr VIM M v. v. .irmdimivnrK

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

March
o/Dimes'WalkAmerica"
Where: B<; Knifer'i
When: Sunday April 16. 2000
Time: Registration begins at
K:00am walk begings at 9:00am
Shuttle .-ii.-n/;i/i/r from I nion
parking lot starting at 7:30am

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

Delta Sigma Pi
Brandon,
Good Job!! Hell Yeah!!
All that is left is initiation.
You can do it.

Your Secret

Delta Sigma Pi
Lil Christine.
You have made me so
proud this semester. Tomorrow
is your day to shine
You're awesome!
Love, Anne
Delta Sigma Pi
Brandon, the time has finally come!
Make me proud!
Good Luck,
Big Jason
FREE DRINKS FREE DRINKS
So-now that we have your attention, why
don't you till out an application for SICSIC
Applications are available at

405 Saddlemire.

Hurry, they are due Friday!

FREE DRINKS FREE DRINKS
Huge basement sale. 127 Palmer Ave.
Around corner trom South Main school.
10am - 5pm Sat, only
RUSH SICSIC
Applications are available in
405 Saddlemire, you know the round
building with the bookstore.
RUSH SICSIC
Worried about pregnancy97
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and
Caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.
Your mission should you choose
to accept itJoin SICSIC, applications are available
in 405 Saddlemire, so accept
the mission and fill one out.

Wanted
1 F. sublsr needed for summer house,
washer/dryer, central AC, own room. Call
352-5228 if interested.
1-4 subleasers needed for next school
year. 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt. close to
campus. 1st mo. free & no down payment. Call 372-6149.
2 females to sublease house for summer,
828 5th St. $237.50 + utils. Call collect after 5pm, 1-330-665-4110 or 352-9392.
2 subleasers needed ASAP. Own room.
Price negotiable Across from campus.
Call 353-7256
Babysitter for 2 kids, 5 and 3 yrs Must be
able to come through summer. Call 3528409 after 6.30pm.
Female rmte needed ASAP. 12 mo.
lease, own room. $220/mo. Call 3541605.
Female rmle needed for Sum 00 &/or Fall
'00-Spr '01. Very nice clean apt. close to
campus. Own rm. If interested please call
Brenda Q 372-6723.
Great deal! Summer sublease, 1 BR, A/C,
walk-in closet, across from campus, nice,
new. S70Q73 mos. 353-4450.
One female rmte needed "OO-'OI,
S205/mo. * electric 4 phone rest of utilities incl. Close to campus. Call Sarah Q
353-7438 ASAP.
One subleaser needed for summer'
343 1/2 S. Mam-Great for
summer sessions, call 354-4426.
Rmte. needed for summer. Great apt.,
close to campus. Own room Call Julie at
352-5479.
Senior Question #27
"How will I keep in touch
with my college buddies?"
Get all the answers:
bgsu. eG rad2000. com

Subleaser for May-Aug. 1BR, great deal.
Call 354-9732, leave message.
Subleaser needed for summer, avail. May
7th-Aug. 15th; $500. 354-6819. ask for
Charlie or leave message.
Subleaser needed from May 13 thru Auy
12. 1 bdrm apt. unfurn. on 7th St Please
contact Teresa 354-0002.
Subleaser needed May-Aug. Own room,
big enough lor 2 people. 149 Manville.
$500 whole summer + util. Call 354-6736.
Subleaser wanted (or a'c ?. bdrm apt, up
to 4 people. $1100 lor 5/7-8/12, plus electric only. 6th St. 352-9566.
Subleasers wanted lor summer 1 yr. old,
4 bdrm. house. 1479 Scott Hamilton (off
Mercer). Nick or Dave at 352-8415.
Sublsr. needed May thru Aug. for 1 bdrm
Apt. $175 mos. plus dap. util. incl. Call
Taylor at 353-5460.

JSL) 352-1520

The Toledo Zoo Part Time Positions
(•rounds kctprrs
Ground* help nccdttl lor upcoming season Include, trash removal, ground's cleanup, mowing
(fUS, watering, pruning and maintaining bedding areas Musi he 18 >ears of age and have a valid
dnvets license Hourly rate $6 00 per hour.
Visitor Services
Reliable uplx-ji employee- needed for food preparation, from line service and concession areas
ks and catering staff also needed Other positions include gift services and park operations
Warehouse Positions
fan lime portions warehouse positions approximately ?2 hours per week to receive, stock and distribute merchandise and food service items. Must be reliable and have a valid driver's license.
$7.00 per hour
Facility Security Staff
pan time positions available for responsible individuals Schedules available are for 2nd shift 4:00
pm to midnight and ?rd shift midnight to 800 am Prefer a commitment of 32 hours per week
Responsibilities include site security, monitoring of intrusion/fire detection systems, air/water temperature ranges and water filtration systems Prefer candidates with education or background in
police, fire sciences, military or corporate security experience CCTV experience helpful. Starting
rate $8 23 per hour up to $9 00 per hour over 2 years Must have verifiable references
Arctic Kneounter Narrators
Enthusiastic indmdujls needed to act as narrators for the Arctic Kneounter" exhibit Narrators
will be trained to reference facts needed to promote and answer questions related to the education
and conservation messages of the exhibit Will also stage visitor lines and handle visitor questions* concents and ad as entrance greeters Must have excellent people skills, the ability to leam and communicate facts and deal with
4r\lT
large crowds of people Pay rate $6.00 per hour, scheduling
£L VJ"
(
will be from May 15 to September 7. hours are >00 am to -A->*
600 pm wtth flexible scheduling. Weekends and some
summer holidays required.
Applications are available 1000 am to 5:00 pm at ihe
Anthony Wayne Trail Visitor Services complex
Resumes may be faxed to Human Resources (419) 38V8670

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

$ Internet GoldS
Shop, save, make money?
With your own e-commerce shopping mall
Turn key internet business. Earn while
you sleep, www.lesltes.km.net

Needed babysitter, 2nd shift, reliable, own
transp. Pay negotiable. Call Knsti or Mark
al 352-3848
■
Paper route sub needed May 30-Juno 7
afternoons. 4 hrs-S40 Need dependable
car 4 some paid day training needed before. Call 352-4636
Painters Wanted
Have you painted lor a student painting
company or ofher painting company? We
are looking lor dependable, hard-working
4 motivated people We are a year round
company looking for summer help. If you
have your own transportation 4 some
experience call 882-0564
for an application.
Perrysburg banquet lacility
hinng part-time staff:
'Food Service
'Bartenders
■Hostesses
Call 419-874-1951
Local Trucking Company Looking for
Summer Drivers!
Are you 21 or over and want to make big
$? We are looking lor people who can
drive our dump trucks for the summer!
We will train! Some heavy equipment experience is necessary. Give us a call @
(419) 843-2813 or send resume to HR
Dept.. Dnver, 3810 Herr Rd.. Sylvania,
OH 43560.
If you want to work this summer and
mike $ $ $, call or write us!
Now hiring for summer day delivery personnel 4 day 4 evening prep. Apply
DiBenedettos. 1432 E. Wooster, 2-5.
Are you looking for a summer job? Camp
counselors are needed at the YMCA-Suburban West Branch in Columbus. Includes great hours, weekends off and tree
membership if hired For more information, call 614-276-8224.
Staying in BG this summer? Looking for
part-time work thai won't conflict with
classes? Become a SOFTBALL UMPIRE. The BG Umpires Association is
looking for men and women to umpire in
the city recreation leagues. Umpires are
needed tor either slow-pitch or fast-pitch
games. Earn $14-35 per game. If interested, contact Jim at 352-4159 or at fraeger& wcnel.org.
SUMMER 2000
PUT-IN-BAY JOBS
Island Bike Rental, Inc.is looking (or energetic enthusiastic students to work
at bike/golf can rental
Competitive wages, year-end bonus.
Housing available.
CALL 419-285-2016
Summer babysitter lor 8 & 10 yr. olds in
my BG home Mon-Fn 8:30-5:30. Must
have own transp. 4 love sports' Call 3524286 afler 6pm.
Summertime work1 Umpires neededl
Umpiring youth Baseball LeagueYou pick hrs! Contact Tim Dunn,
353-2918 evenings or Scott Siville
354-8149, (or further inlo. Earn btwn
S15 4S60/night.
We are looking for summer help. Painters, exp. & own transp. Power washers
exp. 4 own transp. Cold callers going
door to door Call 882-0564

1 non-smoker needed to sublease MayAug. own room. 1/2 block from campus.
$192/mo « util 353-6389, Alicia
1 subleaser needed lor summer OAM
bedroom, own balh, CHEAP! Call Lia 0
354-8408
1.2.3 Bedroom Apis
From only
$425
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
1 subleaser needed May-Aug 00 Helluva
Pad1 1 bedroom 224 1/2 Troup Ave 3534933.
12 monlh leases starting August
418A S Summit. S675/mo t ulils
2 bedroom, lower duplex, quiet area.
washer/dryer hookup
132 Liberty St 2 bedroom spacious,
quiet area $525/mo ♦ utils.
134 Liberty, 1 bedroom, quiet area,
off-street parking, $495/mo. * utils.
Call Highland Mgml, 354-6036

"Cleaning people needed. Start
5/08/2000 or sooner. Call 353-0325.
""Miscellaneous help needed. Start immediately and through summer. Will work
around schedule Call 353-0325
Accounting Clerk
Immediate opening for Perrysburg mfgr.
Full-time or possible part-time for two
people. A/R and A/P daily duties. Send
letter ol interest to PO Box 147.
Perrysburg, OH 43552.
Advanced Auto Parts now hiring for full
and part time positions. Parts experience
preferred but not necessary. Apply in person at 1025 S. Main St.
Babysitter needed for 3 yr old child in my
BG home. M-F. noon to 5:30. Must be reliable. Please call 353-0002.
Bar restaurant help needed. Must be at
least 21 Call Tanglewood at 833-1725.
Caddies Needed-Top 30 Golf Course
Earn up to $70 per day-you pick the hours
Call Ken Koperski-lnvemess Club535-6519
Camp counselors A lifeguards needed for
co-ed summer camp near Ann Arbor.
Room, board & salary. 734-878-6628.
CAMP COUNSELORS - NEW YORK
Co-ed Trim down-Fitness Camp. Hire &
Elay in the Catskill Mountains, yet only 2
rs from NY City. Have a great summer.
Make a difference in kids' lives! Good salary, internship credits & free Rm./Bd All
sports, water skiing, canoeing, ropes, lifeguards, crafts, dance, aerobics, nutrition
& counselors, kitchen, office & night
watchman. 120 positions. Camp Shane
(914)271-4141.
Web' www.campshane.com
Childcare needed, 3 yr. old & 4 mo. old
for fall semester. Resume & references
needed. Call 419-353-7709.
Christian Summer Camp
Counselor, Lifeguard, Nurse, Good pay.
216.623 7457
mylechreest@use.sarmy.org
Earn A Learn with UPS!
JOB FAIR this Saturday 9-1
3-1/2-5 hour shifts
$8.50-$9.50/hour.
1550 Holland Rd., Maumee
Take a Tour!
Call 419-891-6860 for more info!
EOE
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, lull-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small partsApply in person between the hours ol
9 00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Oueen next to the railroad tracks.
If you can throw down in ihe kitchen, if
you can hustle food & drinks, Jed's wants
you. Accepting applications for summer &
year-round. Part and full time. Waitstaff,
minimum to start. Kitchen $8-$10/hr. to
start Apply within, M-F after 3:00pm. 8721977
JOB POSTING
Wood Co. Prosecutor's Youth Violence
Prevention Program 4S Coordinator
Position Part-time: 20 hrs./wk © $78.00/hr. HS diploma and own transportation a must. Additional education and
experience beneficial Deadline 4/21/00.
Application 419-354 9250
Kitchen help needed. Musi be at least 18
Call Tanglewood at 633-1725.
Lawn care business seeking experienced
pt. time & full time seasonal worker. 6693333.
Lawn maintenance positions available.
Part and full time. Call Knickerbocker
Lawns, 352-5622.
Look great for summer
Lose lbs & inches
100% safe, natural & guaranteed
1-888-800-6339-ext 1230
www.well-ness.org
Nazareth Hall
Part time positions available for waitstafl
& Bartenders for weddings & special
events. Excellent opportunity for anyone
looking to earn extra spending money.
Great wages. Must be available on
weekends. Please call 419-832-2900.

Management Inc.

FALL OPENINGS

For Sale
3 Family garage sale. Comer of Clough 4
Prospect. Sat., April 15. 9am-5pm
BG FLEA MARKET
Retro Funky Stuff
Wood Co. Fairgrounds, Fresh Coffee 4
Lunch available. SAT 4 SUN 9am-3pm
Come check it out!
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 exl 4558.
Maytag washer-dryer
$200
353-1161
MINOLTA XD 11 camera, accessories.
ibrach @banet or pi—Mteo— erg
Pontiac 6000.1986. 107K, many new
parts. Power windows/locks. Must sell.
S800 obo Call Jon Q 352-3805.
Pontiac Grand Am SE. 1990. 95K. original owner, lots of extras. Must sell.
$1,300 obo Call Brian 3 353-5153.

For Rent
"Rooms, eff. low as $215
326 Leroy-up, 1 bdrm $355
Aptf. 316 E. Merry #5, 1 or 2 bdrm.
$480 mo.. AC. furnished
Summer 4 1 sem. leases avail.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454
1 bdrm. apt across from campus. Avail
June 1, for one year lease. $325/mon +
utilities Call (419) 893-12/7 evenings
1 bedroom apt. 138 E Court St. $400/mo.
incl. heat 4 water. No pets, avail. June
2000 352-0537 or 352 6224, ask lor Tom

12 month leases starting May 19th, 2000:
322 E. Court »4-1 Br.-1 person$390 incl. all util
322 E. Court »5-1Br.-1 person$420 mcl. all util.
453 S Prospect »C-1 Br.-I person$360. ♦ Gas/elec
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666.
2 bdrm, non-smoking, female oriented
apt. Furnished, utilities included.
353-5074. Kelly.
2 bdrm 1002 4 1004 Boone Ct Unfum.,
1 1/2 baths, air cond.. wash/dry hook up,
garage, yard, quiet, non-smoking, no
pets 12 mo. lease, grad student/prol. preferred. Avail. May/August. S720 plus util
287-3306.
2 bdrm unfurn. duplex. 117 1/2 E. Reed.
1 bath, great storage, non-smoking, oilstreet parking 4 quiel, no pels. 12 mo.
lease. Avail. Mayor August. $485 plus
util. 287-3306.
2 Subleasers needed May 14 thru July
30. 2 bdrm , 2 bath apt Lots ol space. 10
min walk. Call Marissa 353-8368.
3 bdrm. unlum. 117 E Reed. 2 full baths,
wash/dryer. Ig kitchen, storage Nonsmoking. 12 mo. lease, no pets. Avail
Aug. $720 plus util. 287-3306.
4 bdrm. unlurn. 411 N. Enterprise. Basement, washer/dryer, 1 1/2 baths, garage,
non-smoking, no pets. 12 mo. lease. Sec.
dep. $920 plus util Avail. Aug 287-3306.
6 bdrm. house, sublease lor May lo
August, 1366 E. Wooster. directly across
the street from campus. $233/montti plus
utilities Negotiable Call 352-4884.
730 Elm Street 2 BR. sec dep , parental
guarantee, tenant pays util, 12 mo
Lease. $500/Month. Avail. May 15, 2000
Call 352-2330 afler 5:00 PM or 354-2854
Apartment Available
1 bedroom
$265 » utilities
12 month lease preferred
(4191-287-4151
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd SI. + 616 2nd St
gdhov@wcnet.org
Fall 2000/2001 354-9740
1 bdrm starts S325 plus utilities

2 bdrm starts $545 4 elec/free heat.
W/D taoil., AC, parking/walk-in closet,
fumVunfurn. Renovated, quiet, no pets.
Looking for a place to live?
www.housing.101 net...
Your move off campus!
NICE. CLEAN 2 BDRM APTS AVAIL.
FOR FALL. 9/12 MO LEASE STARTING
AT $475. 2-4 PERSON OCCUPANCY.
AC 4 OFF-STREET PARKING NO PETS
PLEASE. 352-3445
Subleaser needed ASAP
(Now until Aug. 10)
1 unfum. rm. in 2 bdrm. apt (Univ Village)
$250/mth + secunty 4 your part of util.
April and August Free
Call 344-4267.
Summer subleaser needed ASAP 1 BR
apt. w/AC. on-site parking. $335/m negotiable. call Brandon at 353-8914.
To sublet, large 2 bdrm with lots ol storage, AC, dishwasher, free spa privileges
8th St. $450 plus util. 4 dep. Leave mes...i)(/ Jan 354-5400
WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS.. 400 E Napoleon BG, OH
1 4 2 BDRM apts. avail.
Call 352-9135.

Senior Farewells
Senior Question 163
"Can I send a thank-you
note by e-mail?"
Get all the answers:
bgsu.eGrad2000 com

Cinemark Theatres

[I CINEMA 5 ftan

Bucksya

Questions please tall 372-6664

Equal Opportunity Employer

Personals

WE'LL PAY
YOU $35,000+
TOWARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.

gg| 1234 N. Main St. 354-0558.

k

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis. I082 Fairview,
I bdrm. Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal/ Air Conditioner
Unique Design Start at $380.
Cal!353-5800

Twenty Eight Days (PG-13)
12:10 2:35 5 00 7 30 10 00 _
'Rules Of Engagement (R)
12:40 4 20 7 10 9.50
Final Destination (R)
2:30
7 35

You can earn more than
$18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment. ..and over $7,000
if you qualify for the
Montgomery GI B\\i...plus
help in paying off a qualified student loan up to
$10,000, if eligible.
You'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus
two weeks' Annual Training. And you'll serve with
an Army Reserve unit
near your campus.
Over $35,000 toward
college - for part-time
service.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:

Here On Earth (PG-13)
12:05 4 50 9 45

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios, Large I bdrm. Laundry
on site. Starts at $230
Call 353-5800

Erin Brokovlch (R)
12:30 4 30 7 20 10 05
The Road To I Dorado (PBj
12:00 2:20 4 40 7 00 920

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
I bdrm/A/C Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Starts at $400 Call 353-5800

/CfBfcCA
Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
I bdrm. Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage .Disposal
Remodeled
Starts at $400

352-7541

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.

It ALL YOU CAH Bf

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main St
for complete listing or Call 353-5800.
www.wcncl.org/-mecca

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

■

MOfcGAN
EVENING
Sexuality. Spirituality, & Identity:
the symbolic self-discovery of a
young artist...

McFall Gallery
April 15th at 8:00pm
April 16,h at 3:00pm
Free admission, limited seating
Graphic language, adult themes.
All attendees requested to wear
black, white, gray, or neutral colored clothing. Contact: 372-1291

I
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What age is
old enough'?
STEFANIE SIZEMORF.
STAFF WRITKR

A lot of younger brothers and sisters will be arriving
on campus today and will be spending the weekend parlying with their older BGSU sibling.
This raises the question of when is your little sib old
enough to start drinking with you'.'
Students around campus varied on what they thought
about little brothers and sisters getting drunk with their older
siblings.
Sarah Kukoleck. freshman VTC major, is having her 12year-old sister. Katie, visit for the weekend, but does not plan
on getting her drunk.
"My sister is way too young," she said. "There is
no way I would get her drunk."
Kukoleck thinks (hat there are plenty of other
things to do besides getting drunk.
"We are going to do some of the on-campus. alcohol-free events." she said. " I
think we will have a great time."
Jen Krella, freshman undecided
major agreed with Kukoleck in that
little sibs that arc not in high school
are not ready to drink.
"I think once a young sibling
hits high school they can start to
party, but before that it is too
young," Krella said.
Krella has two younger
brothers, but they cannot make
it to BG this weekend.
"My brothers are 14 and 16
and I definitely would not let the
14-year old drink." she said. "I
think it would be fun. though, to
party with my other brother."
Aryelle Skidmore, junior criminal
justice major, knows just how fun little sibs
weekend can be.
When she was a sophomore, junior and senior
in high school she visited Ohio University during
little sibs weekend.
"1 love little sibs weekend at O.U.." she said.
"My brother let me drink, but I really never got
drunk until my senior year in high school."
Skidmore thinks that it was a great chance to
experience college life for a weekend.
"1 had so much fun those weekends because 1
got a chance to sec where I was he dcd." she
said. "I think it's a good idea for little sibs to see
what college is really about."
Skidmore thinks that most younger sibs will
not even be interested in getting drunk.
"If they are really young they probably will
not even want to drink, but will feel pressure
to." she said.
Kyle Hammons, freshman psychology
major, does not have a decision to make
about his little sib drinking. Hammons and
his 17-year-old brother. Brett, have a
weekend full of parties planned.
"He is going to be in college next year
so why not show him what it is really
going to be like," he said.
Hammons thinks that it is OK for
younger siblings to drink as long as someone
keeps an eye on them.
"I will be sure to stay tight to my brother all
weekend long," he said. "If anyone has a little sib
visiting they should definitely show them a good time
this weekend, but take care of them."

"/ think once a young
sibling hits high school
they can start to party,
but before that it is too
young."
Jen Krella
Freshman undecided

Schedule of Events
Friday, April 14
Campus Film: Toy Story 2
Enjoy the movie along with cookies and drinks
served at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free. With the movie
and snacks, opportunities abound to win a "Tarzan"
video or a Toy Story 2 toy!
Movie starts at 8 p.m. in 111 Olscamp Hall

Romeo & Juliet
The University Theatre Department is presenting William
Shakespeare's classic romance/tragedy in the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre on the second floor of University Hall. Directed by F.
Scott Regan, Romeo and Juliet stars Julio Alberto Sepulveda
and Christina Callahan. Rated a superb cast by NOW reviewer Jeff McGinnis, the play received an overall grade of B+.
Adults $8, kids and senior citizens $6 8 p.m.

Ice Skating
Sibs & Kids free with a paying
BGSU student
Skate Rentals: 12 and under
$2.50,13 and up $3.00
8 p.m. - 10 p.m. at the Ice Arena
t .

Symphonic
Band
Directed
by
Bruce Moss, the
program
will
include
"Symphonic Metamorphosis of Themes
by Carl Maria Von
Weber" by Paul
Hindemith; "Little Threepenny
Music" by Kurt
Weill; and "Vesuvius" by Frank
Tichelli.
The Concert is
free and open to
the public.

Planetarium Show
Sky Stone: Stonehenge, the Pyramids, & More.
$1.00 donation. 8 p.m.
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Tennis

Sat., April 15

BGSU men vs. Western
Michigan
11 a.m.
Parents'
Advisory
Council
Monthly meeting at 10
a.m., 104 Olscamp Hall
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Friday, April 14,2000

Nature's Nusery
Debbie Cooper, former education director at the Toledo Zoo, will bring injured and orphaned animals and
birds she's nursed back to health.
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. at the Saddlemire Forum

Softball
BGSU vs. Akron
1 p.m.

tt^^annnnninnfed
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Baseball
BGSU vs. Marshall
1 p.m.

^T
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Parens' Information
Sessions
Get updates on the Student Union and technology on campus
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. at
203 Olscamp Hall

The Men's Chorus is under the direction of Richard
Mathey. Having directed the ensemble for 29 years, this
will be one of his final appearances conducting the
ensemble. Featured on the program will be soprano,
Tracy Wolstoncroft, fiddler/violinist Alexander De Pue,
tenor Shawn Mathey and barbershop quartets.
4 p.m. & 8 p.m. at Kobacker Hall
Adults, $7, kids and seniors citizens, $5

Carnival
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BEN FRENCH/ The BG News
Corey Jones, Saben Shaikh and Tiffany Grant of the Delta Zeta
sorority practice exchanges for the Beta 500 Saturday.

Beta 500
Join the fraternities and sororities at the Saddlemire
parking lot Saturday as they race their carts for charity.
Coached by the guys, the girls will compete in several
different races with the best times ultimately competing. A parents' booth and information tent, along with
music and awards will also be part of the day's activities. Races begin at 12 p.m. and last until 4 p.m.

Outdoor Program
Partake in games teaching ecological concepts such as predator/prey, make your own animal tracks, and listen to stories. Sponsored by Bowling Green's City Parks and liGSU's Recreational Sports
Program.
Activities in the grass area between Ihe Saddlemire and Kreisher
buildings 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

SIBS N KIDS
WEEKEND

Jump on the inflatable
moonwalk or throw yourself onto the velcro wall.
Make a banna-split or create your own bubbles. See
live reptiles and write
poems or tell stories. All
this and more at Student
Activities' carnival located
in the grass area between
the Saddlemire and Kreisher buildings from 11 a.m. 2 p.m.

Planetarium Show
"Bear Tales and other
Grizzly Stories" is geared
toward grades two and up.
The multimedia show—
complete with music,
lights and slides—will
teach the constellations
with the help of a grandfatherly character.
2 p.m. at the Planetarium, $1 donation

11:00AM-3:00PM
&

SADDLEMIRE

Comedian
Geared toward teenage audiences and up. Buzz
Sutherland, comedian, will perform Donald Duck imitations and skits.
7:30 p.m. at McDonald Country Side

Ice Skating

Romeo & Juliet
The University Theatre Department is presenting
William Shakespeare's classic romance/tragedy in Ihe
Eva Marie Saint Theatre on the second floor of University Hall. Directed by F. Scott Regan, Romeo and Juliet stars
Julio Alberto Sepulveda and Christina Callahan. Rated a
superb cast by NOW reviewer Jeff McGinnis, the play
received an overall grade of B+.
Adults $8, kids and senior citizens $6
8 p.m.

Welcome Sibs

B

Virtual^
Congratulations to the New NRHI1 inductees:
Brian M. Seymour
Kim Palmer
Michael Avers
Kat Schaub
Kricka Smith
Tracy Schumacher
Stephen Stephenson
Cathy Strahl
Beth Bruewer
Katy Vence
Warren Frankford
Sara Williams
Lisa McCloskey
Rebecca Nicto

Campus Film: Toy Story 2
Enjoy the movie along with cookies and drinks served
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free. With the movie and
snacks, opportunities abound to win a "Tarzan" video or
a Toy Story 2 toy!
Movie starts at 5:30 p.m. in Hi Olscamp Hall

Saturday, April 15
BETWEEN KREISCHER QUAD

University's Men's Chorus Performs Barbershop Quartets

518 E. Wuoster next to Barry's Bagels

Complete computer seruices
• Custom builds
v Computer periphials
* Hardware/software
trouble shooting
* Computer upgrades 6 repair
353-8324

virtual!^

Sibs & Kids free
with a paying BGSU
student
Skate Rentals: 12
and under $2.50, 13
and up $3.00
8 p.m.- 10 p.m. Ice
Arena

cO.
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If* a nasty day, and a guy sets pulled
over for speeding
/
The cop says, "Isn't H kind of stupid
to be driving so fast in Ibis storm"?

J

J

The driver says,
*
"Who's stupid/ J
You're the one who's
standing out in the rain."

4d

jokes.com

j

Got Web?
We Do!
Toledo A Bowling Green!
Enjoy Appetizers <J Soups, Steaks, Chops <& Ribs, 45
Sandwiches. 70 Brands of Beer, Seafood & Desserts

Sibs and Kids Comedy Show
Comedy fo the entire family

Bowling Green Also Has Entertainment, Big Screen TV,
Video Games, Pool, Darts & More!

• Daily crossword answers
• Classifieds online
• Archives of the Print Edition
• Political cartoons S. comics
• Daily Horoscopes
• Weather

Sat. May 15
Mac Country Side
(Cow Room)
7:30 PM
FREE!!!
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Gift Certificates Available In Any Denominations
104 S, Mam., Bowling Green • 353-0988
19 & Over Every Night
822 Washington St., Toledo • 255-0010

Ihipp) Hour- -1 "pin Drink Specials
S2 Ml-I -Can-Eat Munchie Biifft'l
(21 and over)

f

For More Information
Please Call
372-2486

NACA's 1998 4 1999 Comedy Artist of theYear. Buzz
performed on hundreds of college campuses across the
country, in addition to HBO's "Comic Relief. MTVs
"Half Hour Comedy Hour", and as the host of
Disney/KLPR "Kid's Connection".
T
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Excerpts from Print.
• NOW Entertainment
• City S. Campus T
H
.• Today's News
TTb^"^
• Opinion
.MJvJ

•Sports

NE\WS

www.b2news.e0m
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& KIDS WEEKEND
umnv.bgnews.com/cili/

Sun., April 16
Sibs n Kids Breakfast
Free to BGSU students and
sibs
9 a.m. - 11 a.m. M the Kreisher
8 O'clock Room

From a 13-year-old's
perspective K

Ice Skating
Sibs & Kids free with a paying
BGSU student
Skate Rentals: 12 and under
$2.50, 13 and up $3.00
8 p.m. - 10 p.m. Ice Arena

Baseball
BGSU vs. Marshall
1 p.m.

Tennis
Alumni Match
11 a.m.

Concert and University Band
This ensemble is directed by Hubert Tony Jr. The concert is free and open to the
public.
3 p.m. at Kobacker Hall

BRIANNK BARHITF.
EDITOR'S LITTLE SIS
I had a wonderful time last year bowling
with my big sister. I came up here on Friday
and spent the night bowling with the Honors
Student Association. It was fun because it
wasn't regular bowling. It was goofy bowling. I got to bowl backwards and do funny
things like cartwheels. My sister and I tried
to win the contest and even though we were
creative, we didn't do it. She kept throwing
gutter balls and I am not that good either.
While we bowled there was a raffle, but I
didn't win anything. I did eat a lot of food,
though, especially pizza!
After we bowled we went for ice cream at
Dairy Queen. I got this nerd blizzard! It was
fun because we got to walk to Dairy Queen.
Sibs and Kids Weekend is a good idea. I
miss my sister when she is at college and I
like to see the campus. The bowling lanes
were really small and it was funny that it was
in the Union. Next time when I come to campus I want to go to the Student Rec Center.

Help us keep our jobs... read the BG News! AyJ^

LOOKING TO GET SOMETHING FOR YOUR
LITTLE BROTHERS & SISTERS! comeTo

Collegiate Connection
We have an assortment of
•BGSU T-Shirts & Sweatshirts and pullovers.
• PlusTY Beanie Babies products including plush animals.
Bring your brothers and sisters to see our large selection of gifts.

UAO Movie for

See it before you can rent it!
TOM
HANKS

Collegiate Connection

FREE

TIM
ALLEN
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531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333
Monday - Thursday 10-8 • Friday 10-6 • Sunday 12-5

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

Final Days.
Final Exams...
Final Call for Housing
>mmm

Rental Office
354-2260
319 E. Wooster
St.
(across from Taco Bell)

Friday 8:00
Saturday 5:30

111 Olscamp
111 Olscamp
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INDEW
1. ICE ARENA
Z. KPEZBCHER QUAD
(SUNDIAL FDDD COURT!
3. HADSHMAN QUAD
M. MQDPE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
4KDRACKER HALM
E. SADDLEMZRE
U. ANDER5DN ARENA
"I. DLRCAMP
A. JERDME LZERARY
Q. UNZVERRZTY HALL
(EVA MARZE SAZNT THEATRE)
ID. RLANETARZUM

DCSU GUIDE
Domino's Pizza

TD KID5 AND SZBS WEEKEND

TOP 10 THINGS TO DO AT BG

1. Go to Beyond BG for a double decker chocolate ice
cream cone.
Serving Bowling Green. Portage, & B.G.s.U.
2. Take a tour of the BG cemetery.
Monte of. the 2 PivzoA fox $7.00
3. Go for a swim at the Student Recreation Center (don't
forget to bring your big sib's student id)
4. Play frisbee golf under the water tower at Carter Park.
5. Go to Campus Polleyes for stuffed pepperoni and
cheese breadsticks.
6. Play sand volleyball.
7. Go to the Corner Grill for a late night snack (we recMnmun Order ommend the grilled cheese and an order of tator boy).
Deep Dish Extra
^^ ^^
i*?**!***™
8. Go cosmic bowling at Al-Mar Lanes.
9. Go for a hot chocolate at Cosmos coffee shop. .
Expires
4-30-2000 we accept personal checks, Visa, Mastercard, & Discover.
10. Hike at the Wood County Park.
a S'jwud SfMuwt of. 9i.QS.1L CUMetic&

Do tjoar little brothers
or sisters want to be
like yoci?
NOW THEY CAN!

NEWI9VE
Rentals

Would like to welcome
your little brothers and
sisters to Bowling Green.

Get them their very own BGSU t-shirts & sweatshirts a
Bee Gee Book Store during little Sibs Weekend. Select
items on sale and check out our great merchandise.

1424 E. Wooster
(Across from Harshman)
353-2252

332 S. Main St.
(Our Only Office)
352-5620

j*sSeniors don't forget your personalized
graduation announcements.
Can be ready in 24 hours.
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www.newloverealty.com

